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Abstract 

Corals and sponges are ecologically and economically important organisms, threatened in 

part by bacterial epidemics which the Vibrio genus has been related to. This thesis deals with four 

highly related Vibrio strains (over 99% 16S rRNA gene similarity) isolated from the gorgonian coral 

Eunicella verrucosa and the sponges Ircinia variabilis and Sarcotragus spinosulus. The main objectives 

were to identify their species and determine their pathogenic potential towards these hosts. Their 

phylogeny was studied by multilocus sequence analysis based on five housekeeping genes (gapA, 

ftsZ, mreB, topA, and gyrB) which determined their species to be V. crassostreae. A fifth strain, V. 

crassostreae 9CS106, was introduced into the study as a highly related strain from the Pacific Ocean. 

All five strains had their genotype analysed for relevant virulence traits by making use of the RAST 

genome annotation platform. The traits found were similar in all strains and suggest a lifestyle 

dependent on finding a host, possibly through chemotaxis, followed by the formation of aggressive 

and persistent biofilms. These can be substrate-targeted to chitin or the norspermidine. At this stage 

there can be downregulation of motility and upregulation of virulence as well as the shutdown of 

antivirulence loci. Various regulatory mechanisms for such pathogenic features and interspecies 

quorum sensing suggest a coordinated opportunistic behaviour. Pathogenic factors like iron 

sequestering and type IV and VI secretion systems were detected. The pathogenic potential found 

indicates this species may threaten benthic organisms in a scenario of raising temperatures, which 

are associated with Vibrio virulence. 

Keywords: coral, sponge, Vibrio, pathogen 

 Os corais e esponjas são organismos ecologica e economicamente importantes, ameaçados 

em parte por epidemias às quais o género Vibrio tem sido associado. Esta tese trata de quatro 

estirpes de Vibrio altamente relacionadas (mais de 99% de similaridade no gene 16S rRNA) isoladas 

do coral gorgoniano Eunicella verrucosa e das esponjas Ircinia variabilis and Sarcotragus spinosulus. 

Os principais objectivos foram identificar a(s) sua(s) espécie(s) e determinar o seu potencial 

patogénico para com estes hospedeiros. A sua filogenia foi estudada por multilocus sequence 

analysis usando cinco genes de manutenção (gapA, ftsZ, mreB, topA, and gyrB), determinando-se a 

espécie como sendo V. crassostreae. Uma quinta estirpe, V. crassostreae 9CS106, foi incluída por ser 

uma estirpe altamente relacionada do oceano Pacífico. O genótipo das cinco estirpes foi examinado 

em busca de factores de virulência relevantes através da plataforma de anotação automática RAST. 

As capacidades encontradas foram similares para todas as estirpes. Estas deverão procurar um 

hospedeiro, através de quimiotaxia, no qual formarão biofilmes persistentes que poderão ter quitina 

ou norspermidine como substrato alvo. Poder-se-á seguir uma redução de motilidade e simultânea 
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sobreexpressão de factores patogénicos assim como a inibição de locais antivirulência. Estas funções 

são reguladas por vários mecânismos que, juntamente com quorum sensing interespécie, sugerem 

um comportamento oportunístico coordenado. Factores patogénicos como sequestro de ferro e 

sistemas de secreção (tipo IV e VI) foram detectados. O potencial patogénico encontrado indica que 

estas estirpes poderão ameaçar organismos bênticos no caso de subidade de temperatura, variável 

associada à virulência de Vibrios. 

Palavras-chave: coral, esponja, Vibrio, patogénio 
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2. Introduction 

2.1 An overview of prokaryotic and eukaryotic symbiosis 

Bacteria have long since shaped eukaryotic evolution. Having cohabited Earth for at least 2.7 

billion years (Cooper 2000), symbiotic relationships between prokaryotes and eukaryotes have had 

numerous chances to sprout along the passage of various evolutionary milestones, such as 

multicellularity or the development of the digestive tract. Some symbiotic pairs have evolved as 

closely as to originate bacterial species found nowhere but on their host species (McFall-Ngai et al. 

2013). These symbiotic relations fall into different categories: mutualism is defined as a relationship 

that benefits both partners; commensalism takes place when one partner is benefited but the other 

is essentially unaffected; and finally, parasitism is present if one partner is benefited at the expense 

of harming the other (Louie 2010). 

Microorganisms can be in the origin of up to one third of an animal’s metabolome, and as 

such it comes as no surprise that the effects that bacteria can have on their symbiotic host is varied. 

They have been shown to affect the reproductive process of invertebrates, from guiding the choice 

of mate in Drosophila melanogaster (McFall-Ngai et al. 2013) to influencing larvae settlement and 

metamorphosis in sponges and corals (Hadfield 2011). Microbiome-related behavioural changes can 

also be detected in vertebrates. For example, a healthy bacterial gut composition has been linked 

with the reduction of anxiety and depression in mice and, more recently, in humans (McFall-Ngai et 

al. 2013; Evrensel & Ceylan 2015). 

These microbe-host interactions can be mediated through interdomain communication. 

Surface molecules can be used but, more commonly, this communication is done through quorum 

sensing and other signalling-molecule based mechanisms. In this way, not only can bacteria emit 

molecules to affect the host but they can also detect signalling molecules that the host’s cells use to 

communicate between themselves. This feature in particular is useful for pathogens, that can thus 

coordinate infection efforts in accordance to the host’s activity. Conversely, some eukaryotes have 

developed the capacity to block bacterial quorum sensing (McFall-Ngai et al. 2013). 

 Due to the pathogenic nature of several symbiotic bacteria, hosts have developed 

antibacterial defence capabilities, which have in turn been accompanied by the prokaryotes’ own 

resistance features. Examples of the former include, antimicrobial proteins, chemical barriers, and 

pattern-recognition receptors specialized in microorganisms known as microbe-associated molecular 

patterns (Gruenheid & Le Moual 2012; McFall-Ngai et al. 2013). But, as symbiotic relationships are 

diverse, hosts do not necessarily have to fight parasitic and/or pathogenic bacteria on their own. As 
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an example, gut bacteria have been recorded producing short-chain fatty acids which help the host 

combat infections (McFall-Ngai et al. 2013). 

This thesis focuses on the symbiotic relationship between benthic marine hosts, the 

gorgonian coral Eunicella verrucosa (Cúcio 2011) and marine sponges Ircinia variabilis and 

Sarcotragus spinosulus (Esteves et al. 2013), and a bacterium shared among them, Vibrio 

crassostreae. All samples were extracted off the coast of the Algarve. 

2.2 Marine sponges and corals 

Corals are responsible for the creation of the largest structures built by any species and are 

an important economic asset. The mere presence of such structure-building organisms shapes the 

local environment by altering biological interactions, offering protection from predators, and 

affecting local biodiversity (Miller et al. 2012). Sponges are an important part of these ecosystems. 

They establish a balance in reef expansion through bioerosion and greatly aid in times of coral 

recovery by, for example, consolidating rubble and sediments after destructive events like storms, 

which improves coral survivability by up to ten times. Much like corals, they also affect the chemistry 

of their surroundings, whether it be by utilizing oxygen to the point of depletion or cycling nitrogen in 

association with bacteria (Bell 2008). Nevertheless, not only do the environmental niches created by 

corals and sponges depend on them but so do scientific advances. Marine sponges were the biggest 

marine source of newly discovered compounds in the previous decade, followed closely by the 

Cnidaria phylum to which corals belong (Figure 1). Since sea-borne microorganisms were the next 

most important marine contributor to newly found substances (Mehbub et al. 2014), it stands to 

reason that studying the organisms involved in these symbiotic relationships would not only deepen 

our knowledge towards ecological preservation but also be a great source towards the discovery of 

new compounds. 

Besides the Algarve, the species in question are present in a distribution with a certain 

degree of overlap. Ircinia variabilis and Sarcotragus spinosulus colonies have been reported mostly 

off the coast of Northwestern Africa and in the Mediterranean Sea (Soest 2010; Boury-Esnault & 

Soest 2016). E. verrucosa is native to the Northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, with colonies 

found in the United Kingdom, Ireland, France, Spain, Morocco, Western Sahara, Mauritania, Algeria, 

and Italy (World Conservation Monitoring Centre 1996). In this regard one should note that an 

analysis of the microbiota found in two hard coral species off the coast of the Caribbean, 

Montastraea faveolata and Porites astreoides, showed that coral holobiont compositions can vary 

within the same species depending on geographical location. This result was verified both for corals 

with a specific microbiome and for those with a wider variety of microorganisms. As such, it is 
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possible that the microorganisms described in the present study are not found in other colonies 

(Morrow et al. 2012). However, the symbiotic relationships established between Vibrio and 

eukaryotes encompasses such a vast array of hosts (from corals, sponges, oysters, and shrimp to 

various fish and humans) that their study is pivotal as a model for generalised symbiosis (Sawabe et 

al. 2013). 

 

Figure 1 – New compounds discovered from marine sources between 2001 and 2010 (Mehbub et al. 2014) 

These marine invertebrates are vulnerable to many of the same threats. Ocean acidification 

and water temperature increases, which are linked to increased disease frequency and biodiversity-

threatening outbreaks, are a consequence of global climate change and their impact is estimated to 

continue rising even under best-case scenario climate changes (Evans et al. 2013; Riesgo et al. 2016). 

More direct human actions also have a known negative impact on sponges and corals. Coastal 

development, heavy metals in seaside industries such as harbours, and recreational activities like 

snorkelling increase their vulnerability (Hannak et al. 2011; Riesgo et al. 2016). Currently E. verrucosa 

is considered to be vulnerable by the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List of 

Threatened Species (World Conservation Monitoring Centre 1996). Neither sponge species’ status 

has been evaluated. 

This thesis focuses on the potential bacterial threat that corals and sponges face. Both are 

known to form close relationships with bacteria. Indeed, these microorganisms can constitute up to 
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35% of a sponge’s biomass (Hentschel et al. 2012) and, along with algae and archaea, inhabit all 

zones of a coral (Rosenberg et al. 2007). The Vibrio genus, in particular, possesses species which can 

be benign under certain conditions but that will turn on their host upon the simple acquisition of a 

plasmid or due to a rise in temperature, as will be seen below. Such a volatile duality and 

opportunism warrants a deeper understanding of the relationship between Vibrio and their 

ecologically and economically valuable hosts. 

2.3 The Vibrio genus 

Bacteria in the Vibrio genus are rod-shaped Gram-negative γ-proteobacteria (Thompson et 

al. 2005) and possess a flagellum for motility (Josenhans & Suerbaum 2002). These genus is known 

for its members possessing two independently replicated chromosomes (Okada et al. 2005; 

Rasmussen et al. 2007). They typically live in marine environments, from which direct contact or 

animal consumption may cause human infections (Gopal et al. 2005; Oliver 2005). The most famous 

member of the genus is perhaps Vibrio cholerae which is the causing agent of cholera (Finkelstein. 

1996). 

As noted before, global warming is a worrisome prospect for coral and sponge health. The 

role of Vibrio spp. in this aspect should not be understated. Ircinia variabilis colonies in the Adriatic 

and Ionian seas have suffered disease outbreaks linked with an increased presence of Vibrio 

rotiferianus, with the genus composing 15.8% of the sponge’s culturable surface bacteria. While 

reasons for the outbreak were not determined, reduced water currents, a highly nutritional 

environment, and high temperatures were likely candidates (Stabili et al. 2012). Another link to 

temperature increases inducing Vibrio pathogenesis was found in E. verrucosa from southwestern 

England. In this instance over 20 bacterial strains were found to inhabit diseased coral tissues, 15 of 

those being Vibrio splendidus accompanied by four other species of Vibrionaceae. These 

pathogenetic microorganisms were tested for their capability to infect E. verrucosa at different 

temperatures (15 and 20°C) and a clear link was established (Hall-Spencer et al. 2007). Finally, yet 

another study, by Vezzulli et al. (2016), has connected rises in sea surface temperature to more 

numerous cases of Vibrio pathogenicity, this time in humans. 

Vibrio crassostreae is known to be a sometimes-benign species with great potential for 

pathogenicity. The simple acquisition of a plasmid (coding for heavy metal resistance, and type IV 

and type VI secretion systems) by an oyster-hosted strain was found to turn a harmless V. 

crassostreae strain pathogenic. This issue was associated with oyster farming and could pose not 

only health but also economic problems (Bruto et al. 2016). This duality of harmless bacterium or 

dangerous pathogen presented by the species is here the object of interest. 
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2.4 Bioinformatics 

From the rapid and affordable mass sequencing of next-generation techniques to vast 

databases of automatically annotated genomes such as GenBank, phylogenetic and genotypic 

analyses greatly benefit from the fast-paced developments of bioinformatic tools (Baxevanis & 

Bateman 2015; Illumina 2015). This section serves as a brief mention of the processes without which 

this work would not be possible. 

Genome sequencing and assembly 

DNA sequencing is a field with a history spanning over four decades that was written at a 

comparatively slow pace in its early days. The development of the Sanger chain termination method 

in 1977 was only followed ten years later by the invention of the capillary electrophoresis 

instrument, AB370, which in turn was succeeded by the AB3730xl in 1998. However, the years 

following the turn of the century saw the advent of second-generation sequencing (also referred to 

as next-generation sequencing or NGS) techniques capable of rapidly sequencing whole genomes. 

These truly high-throughput methods quickly increased the amount of information that could be 

generated, and lowered the prices of obtaining it, at a rhythm that nowadays outpaces Moore’s Law 

(Illumina 2015). One such technology is the Illumina sequencing, one of the most commonly used in 

the past years (Cherukuri & Janga 2016), which was utilized for sequencing the strains dealt with in 

this thesis. 

As sequencing techniques have developed, the subsequent assembly process has had to keep 

up ever since the days where reads had to be handle manually (Henson et al. 2014). A recently 

developed fourth generation sequencing technology that makes use of single-molecule Nanopores, 

for example, possessed various advantages at the cost of a high error rate while also having an 

output format that lacks quality scores. Consequently, this led to the need for both new error 

correction algorithms in the assembly process and the testing of assemblers that can handle its 

output format and read lengths (Cherukuri & Janga 2016). Another new approach tackles the 

difficulties of de novo assembly for ancient genomes (Seitz & Nieselt 2017), an assembly technique 

where genomes are assembled without a frame of reference and which was used to assemble the 

Vibrio strains here discussed. 

Phylogenetic analysis 

Bioinformatics have not only allowed for genome sequencing, and the consequent creation 

of genomic databases, but also for the use of those databases in rapid comparative analysis. 

Sequence comparison of phylogenetic markers for taxonomic purposes is one such use. The 16S 

rRNA gene is one of the most used genetic features in bacterial taxonomy (Clarridge & Alerts 2004; 
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Janda & Abbott 2007) having been used as a phylogenetic marker for several decades (Woese & Fox 

1977). Its ubiquity in the domain, unchanged function across bacterial kingdoms through their 

evolutionary history, and consequently well conserved sequence make it a prime genetic element for 

relating species in a phylogenetic tree (Janda & Abbott 2007). Unfortunately, this household gene 

has been revealed to have a low resolution when comparing very closely related microorganisms 

(Janda & Abbott 2007; Sawabe et al. 2013). In such cases 16S rRNA gene similarity may be too high, 

and discerning whether such strains are from different species (and what those might be) may not be 

possible just through this means. As a measure of obtaining greater inter-species resolution, 

multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA), occasionally complemented by with whole genome 

sequencing, has been used as an alternative to simple 16S rRNA gene analysis for Vibrionaceae 

phylogeny (Sawabe et al. 2007; Sawabe et al. 2013). Sawabe considered a total of nine housekeeping 

genes (gapA, ftsZ, mreB, topA, gyrB, pyrH, recA, rpoA and the 16S rRNA gene) present across the 

Vibrionaceae family. However, it was found that the SSU ribosomal RNA gene gene was not crucial 

for the analysis and, since it has a low capacity to distinguish closely related species, its exclusion 

allows for a boost in the technique’s species differentiation capabilities (Sawabe et al. 2013). 

2.5 Background and objectives 

 This study was done in sequence of a series of works authored by Telma Franco, Ana Esteves, 

and Catarina Cúcio at Universidade do Algarve and Centro de Ciências do Mar on the Vibrio 

population hosted in sponges, corals, and Sparus aurata larvae. In them, sponge samples were 

obtained from 13 different specimens in Galé Alta, Algarve at 15 meters of depth (Esteves et al. 

2013). The coral samples were taken from Baleeira Bay, Sagres, Algarve at the depth of 20 meters 

(Cúcio 2011). Five fragments of 5 cm each were collected from both healthy and diseased specimens, 

along with water above the colonies and sediment from the surrounding area. After sample 

processing and Vibrio spp. isolation, 16S rRNA gene sequence phylogeny was performed, followed by 

whole genome sequencing of select strains (Cúcio 2011; Esteves et al. 2013). With a threshold of 99% 

16S rRNA gene sequence similarity defined, 17 OTUs were established from the 81 Vibrio strains 

identified. Some OTUs were composed of strains from a single origin (sponge, coral, or fish larvae) 

while the remaining four had a mixture of sponge- and coral-dwelling strains (Franco et al. 2014). 

One of the goals was now to determine the degree of generalism found among strains in a 

chosen OUT, their species, and pathogenic potential. OTU Evh5 was chosen to proceed with for this 

in-depth analysis as it was the group of mixed origin with the least bias towards an isolation source 

(i.e. sponge or coral), and contained four strains with a sequenced draft genome: Evh6 and Evh12 

from the healthy coral E. verrucosa; Evd3 from diseased tissue of the same host; and Vb339 from S. 

spinosulus.  
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3. Materials and methods 

3.1 Sequencing and assembly validation 

3.1.1 Sequencing coverage 

The selected OTU possesses various sequenced strains. First, genome sequencing was quality 

checked so as to eliminate poorly sequenced strains, which could produce false results, from 

downstream analysis. According to Illumina (2011), whose sequencing technique was used, read 

coverage can be calculated through the following formula. 

Coverage =
Number of reads×Read length 

Haploid genome length
×Directions (1) 

3.1.2 Validation of the assembled contigs 

As shown in Table 1, each strain possesses several contigs with some contigs having a rather 

diminutive length. Each contig was submitted to the megablast algorithm, against the “Nucleotide 

Collection (nr/nt)” at NCBI, with the goal of ruling out contigs that might have resulted from a poor 

assembly, thus discarding data that would be at a sizeable risk of producing false results. 

Table 1 – Data on the contigs assembled for each strain and their lengths. 

 STRAIN CONTIGS 
LENGTH 

TOTAL MEAN MEDIAN MAXIMUM MINUMUM 

EVH6 17 5472963 321939 146418 966579 1840 

EVH12 17 5472963 321939 146418 966579 1840 

EVD3 13 5383149 414088 264818 1751224 95574 

VB339 30 5828552 194285 13555 2009645 606 

 

3.1.3 Presence of select housekeeping genes 

A final sequencing and assembly quality check was made through the verification of the 

presence of eight known housekeeping genes for the Vibrionaceae family in the assembled genomes. 

These genes were gapA, gyrB, ftsZ, mreB, pyrH, recA, rpoA, and topA (Sawabe et al. 2013). For this 

purpose, reference sequences for these genes were acquired and BLASTed against the genomes, 

using the megablast algorithm for highly similar sequences. When this algorithm returned no hits the 

blastn algorithm for somewhat similar sequences was used instead (Table 5). Vibrio cholerae N16961 

was chosen as the reference strain that would provide the housekeeping gene sequences to be used 

as a query, against the assembled contigs, because it has all mentioned genes fully sequenced and 
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readily available (Table 2). Note that a ninth coding sequence, the 16S rRNA gene, had already been 

located and had its sequence extracted (Franco 2014), providing yet another piece of evidence for 

sequencing quality. 

Table 2 – NCBI accession codes for the Vibrio cholerae N16961 housekeeping gene sequences. 

 GENE gapA ftsZ mreB topA gyrB pyrH recA rpoA 

ACCESSION 
CODE 

2613504 2613066 2614100 2613735 2615137 2613180 2615212 2615588 

 

3.2 Determination of the subject strains’ species 

3.2.1 16S rRNA gene phylogeny 

16S rRNA gene sequences were readily available for all four strains. As such, this feature was 

used in the first attempt towards species determination because, even if it were to fail at 

determining the exact species due to low resolution, it would still greatly narrow the possibilities 

down and facilitate the employment of other more discerning methods. 

The Sequence Match tool, made available by the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP), was 

used to search for type and non-type strains with a 16S rRNA gene sequence closest to our strains’. 

The RDP database results were complemented by running our strains’ 16S rRNA gene sequences, 

through the megablast algorithm, against the “16S ribosomal RNA sequences (Bacteria and Archaea)” 

database at NCBI. The hits from both databases (5 type and 12 non-type strains from RDP; 9 

additional strain hits from NCBI) were compiled and joined by the Vibrio crassostreae 9CS106 strain, 

as a representative of a species with a closely related genome. Its 16S rRNA gene was obtained by 

aligning its genome with Evh12’s 16S rRNA gene in BLAST and extracting the best scoring sequence. 

Since the intent was to produce a rooted tree, the close Vibrionaceae family member 

Photobacterium profundum str. SS9 (Kahlke et al. 2012) was also added as the outgroup (16S rRNA 

gene NCBI accession code AB003191.1). 

As for the actual tree construction, first all sequences had to be aligned. Both this preliminary 

step and the tree construction itself were done using MEGA v7.0.20 (Kumar et al. 2016). The aligning 

algorithms offered by the software are CLUSTALW and MUSCLE, both in non-codon and codon 

variants. While neither of the two are the best options for multisequence alignment, MUSCLE was 

chosen as it performs more accurately in certain situations, sometimes even beating a number of the 

most recommended algorithms (Pais et al. 2014). Because this gene does not code for a protein the 

non-codon algorithm version was used. The tree was built through the maximum likelihood method, 
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with result support through 500 bootstrap iterations, using the Kimura 2-parameter correction 

model as per the methodology described by Sawabe et al. (2013). 

3.2.2 Multilocus Sequence Analysis with Whole Genome Sequencing 

A replication of the MLSA approach of Sawabe et al. (2013) to Vibrio phylogeny, restricted to 

the Splendidus clade contained in the genus, as this clade includes the candidate species, is a 

promising path for the determination of the species that our strains belong to. This method was split 

into two stages. First, a replication of Sawabe’s phylogenetic assembly of the Splendidus clade was 

done and compared to the paper’s results as a verification that this performance of the technique 

yields trustworthy data. This step was especially important because, as seen later, a few deviations 

had to be made during the process and it was critical that they not alter the method’s reliability. 

Secondly, upon confirmation of replicability, our strains could have their genome searched for the 

housekeeping genes followed by their implementation into the phylogenetic tree. 

The strains used belong to the Splendidus clade of the Vibrionaceae family and were V. 

crassostreae LMG 22240T, V. cyclitrophicus LMG 21359, V. gigantis LMG 22241T, V. lentus R3884, V. 

splendidus LMG 19031T = NCIMB 1T = ATCC 33125T, V. tasmaniensis LMG 20012T, V. pomeroyi LMG 

20537T, V. chagasii LMG 21353T, V. kanaloae LMG 20539T, V. Pelagius ATCC 25916T = NBRC 15639T, 

and V. fortis LMG 21557T. Additionally, V. halioticoli IAM 14596T = LMG 18542T, which belongs to the 

Halioticoli clade (the one closest to Splendidus)(Sawabe et al. 2013), was used as its representative 

species for the purpose of rooting the tree. Furthermore, the inclusion of this strain allows the 

confirmation that our strains are indeed in the Splendidus clade, because if they are not they will be 

clustered with V. halioticoli. 

Out of the eight housekeeping genes considered, pyrH, recA, and rpoA were not available for 

most strains and, for consistency, were completely excluded from the analysis. For the NCBI 

accession codes of all available genes see Annex 1. Because these are partial sequences, a 

standardized region established in relation to a reference had to be determined for each gene. 

Otherwise an artificial genetic distance would be created between different strains for all genes that 

did not have a perfect overlap of the sequenced region. Vibrio cholerae N16961T was chosen as the 

reference strain since it has all the required full gene sequences readily available. For each gene, all 

strains then had their partial gene sequence aligned with V. cholerae N16961T’s full gene sequence 

using the MUSCLE algorithm (non-codon variant) within MEGA v7.0.20. The interval where all 

sequences were present was established as the domain to be used for that gene (Table 3). After all 

sequences had been trimmed down to the considered region, any alignment-originated gaps were 

removed and the five gene sequences were concatenated for each strain. 
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Table 3 – The interval used for each gene in MLSA. Vibrio cholerae 

N16961 genes used as reference for nucleotide position numbering. 

  gapA ftsZ mreB topA gyrB 

START 226 132 389 441 383 

END 905 639 976 1096 1052 

 

For the verification of the replication’s success phylogenetic trees were constructed in MEGA 

v7.0.20 through several different methods to determine which returned results closest (ML, MP, NJ, 

UPGMA, ME). Result support done by 500 bootstrap iterations. The DNA evolution correction model 

Kimura 2-parameter was used when applicable (ML, NJ, UPGMA, ME). 

For the inclusion of our strains in the MLSA, the five housekeeping genes being used were 

retrieved and submitted to the treatment already described. The phylogenetic tree was built through 

the same procedure as before except that only the method found to be best suited, which turned out 

to be UPGMA, was used. 

3.3 Additional strains and the reference strain 

Vibrio crassostreae strain 9CS106 was closely matched to all subject strains in the full 

genome nucleotide BLAST runs. It would be interesting to compare our strains, hosted in stationary 

organisms, to an ocean-dwelling fellow species member and see how these organisms adapt to such 

different conditions. Its genome (both chromosomes and both extra chromosomal elements as 

published by Cordero et al. (2012)) was added to the study.  

Various comparative analyses require one of the involved genomes to be used as a reference 

that the others can be compared against. Being that Evh12 is the most well-known of our in-house 

strains, with a published draft genome (Franco et al. 2016), it was selected to be the reference in all 

applicable cases. 

3.4 Genome annotation 

 Genome annotation was performed through the RAST platform (Rapid Annotation using 

Subsystem Technology) (Aziz et al. 2008), using the ClassicRAST annotation scheme, FIGfam Release 

70, automatic error fixes, and no job replication so that each annotation run was independent from 

all others. 

3.5 Investigation of genotypic features 

Besides automatic annotation, RAST possesses a classification feature that distributes the 

annotated genes into a hierarchical sorting system of categories, subcategories, and subsystems. 
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Genes can be associated with more than one subsystem. This feature allows for the rapid 

comparative analysis of various strains when dealing with thousands of genes simultaneously, as 

whole groups of genes are reduced to a singular designation. RAST categories of interest (e.g. “Iron 

Acquisition and Metabolism” or “Regulation and Cell signalling”) were explored in a genotype-based 

search for features that might allow the study strains to deal with their host, environment and fellow 

microorganisms, be it by pathogenic or merely commensal interactions. Although most genes of 

interest were found to be categorized, RAST still only categorizes about half of the total genes it 

annotates. So, this approach was complemented by a keyword search done on the annotated 

genebank format files (.gbk) obtained from RAST for each strain, which contain all annotated genes 

and their respective function(s). 
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4. Results 

4.1 Sequencing and assembly validation 

4.1.1 Sequencing coverage 

Coverage calculation can be verified in Table 4. Note that strain Vb339 was sequenced twice 

(run A and run B). Both runs were used in conjunction for the assembly. 

Table 4 – Data needed for the sequencing coverage calculation for each strain. 

GENOME READS AVG. READ LENGTH DIRECTIONS GENOME LENGTH COVERAGE 

EVH12 1069698 300 2 5471109 117.31 

EVH6 915535 300 2 5471109 100.40 

EVD3 929429 300 2 5383149 103.59 

VB339A 975780 300 2 5596044 104.62 

VB339B 928102 300 2 5596044 99.51 

 

4.1.2 Validation of the assembled contigs 

Evh6 and Evh12 had extremely close results to each other. Every contig was closely matched 

to Vibrio crassostreae 9CS106, except for the shortest contig (1840 bp), which had no matches 

whatsoever. Evd3 underwent the same treatment with similar results relating every contig greatly to 

the V. crassostreae 9CS106 strain. As for the sponge-borne strain, Vb339, results were mixed. Several 

contigs presented good matches, once again all to V. crassostreae 9CS106. However, the remaining 

contigs had a very poor query coverage, low identity percentage, or both. These latter cases best 

matched species other Vibrio genus species, like V. tasmaniensis and V. harveyi. 

4.1.3 Presence of select housekeeping genes 

 Table 5 shows the BLAST results of all strains for each of the selected housekeeping genes, 

revealing that all were detected in our strains. 

4.2 Determination of the subject strains’ species 

4.2.1 16S rRNA gene phylogeny 

 Type strains were obtained from both RDP and the NCBI database as the landmark for each 

species. Non-type strains were also included to show possible deviations within a species. All these 

results (Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8) were compiled and used to build a 16S rRNA gene-based 

phylogenetic tree (Figure 2). 
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Table 5 – Search for eight housekeeping genes in each strain through the megablast algorithm 

for highly similar sequences and the blastn algorithm for somewhat similar sequences. Values 

from the latter are in bold. 

GENE 
EVH6 EVH12 

Query cover Identity E-value Query cover Identity E-value 

gapA 100% 85% 0.0 100% 85% 0.0 

gyrB 99% 79% 0.0 99% 79% 0.0 

ftsZ 84% 82% 0.0 84% 82% 0.0 

mreB 100% 82% 0.0 100% 82% 0.0 

pyrH 98% 83% 0.0 98% 83% 0.0 

recA 91% 80% 0.0 91% 80% 0.0 

rpoA 100% 90% 0.0 100% 90% 0.0 

topA 91% 77% 0.0 91% 77% 0.0 

 

GENE 
EVD3 VB339 

Query cover Identity E-value Query cover Identity E-value 

gapA 100% 85% 0.0 100% 85% 0.0 

gyrB 99% 79% 0.0 99% 79% 0.0 

ftsZ 84% 82% 0.0 84% 82% 0.0 

mreB 100% 82% 0.0 100% 82% 0.0 

pyrH 98% 83% 0.0 98% 83% 0.0 

recA 88% 82% 0.0 91% 80% 0.0 

rpoA 100% 90% 0.0 100% 90% 0.0 

topA 91% 77% 0.0 91% 77% 0.0 

 

 

Table 6 – Top five RDP type strain hits for each 16S rRNA gene (all 

coincided). 

SPECIES HIT 
SCORE 

Evh6 Evh12 Evd3 Vb339 

Vibrio artabrorum 0.993 0.993 0.992 0.983 

Vibrio crassostreae 0.993 0.993 0.992 0.983 

Vibrio gigantis 0.993 0.993 0.992 0.983 

Vibrio pomeroyi 0.982 0.982 0.981 0.972 

Vibrio toranzoniae 0.975 0.975 0.980 0.968 
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Table 7 – Top RDP non-type strain hits for each 16S rRNA gene. 

QUERY SPECIES HIT QUANTITY MIN SCORE MAX SCORE 

EVH6 
Vibrio gigantis 4 1.000 1.000 

Vibrio spp. 16 1.000 1.000 

EVH12 
Vibrio gigantis 4 1.000 1.000 

Vibrio spp. 16 1.000 1.000 

EVD3 
Vibrio gigantis 3 1.000 1.000 

Vibrio spp. 17 1.000 1.000 

VB339 

Vibrio splendidus 1 0.999 0.999 

Vibrio crassostreae 1 0.996 0.996 

Vibrio pomeroyi 2 0.992 0.996 

Vibrio gigantis 2 0.992 0.994 

Vibrio spp. 14 0.991 1.000 

 

Table 8 – Top BLAST hits for each 16S rRNA gene. T - type strain; NT - non-type strain; * - hit previously 

found on RDP. 

SPECIES HIT TYPE ACCESSION CODE 
BIT SCORE 

Evh6 Evh12 Evd3 Vb339 

Vibrio gigantis T* NR_044079.1 1653 1628 1539 1496 

Vibrio crassostreae T* NR_044078.1 1650 1624 1535 1493 

Vibrio artabrorum NT NR_116068.1 1646 1620 1531 1489 

Vibrio toranzoniae T* NR_117680.1 1633 1607 1520 1478 

Vibrio pomeroyi NT NR_025547.1 1629 1604 1519 1476 

Vibrio celticus NT NR_116066.1 1628 1602 1513 1471 

Vibrio kanaloae T NR_114804.1 1613 1587 1504 1456 

Vibrio splendidus NT NR_119060.1 1609 1587 1500 1456 

Vibrio atlanticus NT NR_116067.1 1607 1581 1498 1450 

Vibrio cyclitrophicus T NR_115806.1 1607 1581 1496 1450 

Vibrio chagasii NT NR_117891.1 1563 1537 1493 1406 

Vibrio chagasii T NR_025480.1 1559 1533 1485 1402 
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Figure 2 – Phylogeny of thirty one 16S rRNA gene sequences determined through the maximum 

likelihood method, using the Kimura 2-parameter evolutionary model, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result support 

through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a given branch was clustered as shown is 

displayed next to the branch). Drawn to scale where branch length represents the number of 

substitutions per site. T denotes that a strain is its species’ type strain. 

4.2.2 Multilocus Sequence Analysis with Whole Genome Sequencing 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show some of the phylogenetic trees built to test the most appropriate 

construction methodology (using only database strains and not the study strains). The remaining 

trees, which did not perform as well, can be seen in Annex 2 through Annex 4. The maximum 

likelihood tree shows a very good arrangement of the species relatively to each other, when 

compared with the Vibrionaceae phylogeny established by Sawabe et al. (2013) (Figure 3). Taking V. 

splendidus was found to be closest to V. tasmaniensis, then V. lentus, followed by V. cyclitrophicus. V. 

crassostreae and V. gigantis, even if here they are not in their own paired cluster, as they are in the 

Sawabe et al. (2013). We then have V. kanaloe followed by V. pomeryoi and V. chagasii which are in 

the same situation as V. crassostreae and V. gigantis, an originally clustered pair that has been 

broken up even if still close to each other. Finally, we get to V. pelagius and V. fortis, and finally the 

outgroup. This is the only tree that achieved a somewhat perfect evolutionary distance species 

arrangement. However, it lacks bootstrap support in various situations (good support here being 

defined as above 70%). UPGMA came extremely close to Sawabe’s results, including the correct 

clustering of pairs like V. pomeroyi/V. chagasii, only differing in how it placed the V. splendidus/V. 
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tasmaniensis pair cluster closer to the V. crassostreae/V. gigantis/V. cyclitrophicus trio than to V. 

lentus. Aside from that, it had great bootstrap support, never dipping below 70%. 

 

Figure 3 – The Splendidus clade of the phylogenetic tree built for the Vibrionaceae family by Sawabe et 

al. (2013). It was constructed through eight housekeeping gene MLSA and is here used for comparison 

with the trees obtained through five housekeeping gene MLSA. 

 

Figure 4 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade through the maximum 

likelihood method, using the Kimura 2-parameter evolutionary model, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result 

support through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a given branch was 

clustered as shown is displayed next to the branch). Drawn to scale where branch length 

represents the number of substitutions per site. 
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Figure 5 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade through the unweighted pair 

group method with arithmetic mean, using the Kimura 2-parameter evolutionary model, on 

MEGA v7.0.20. Result support through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a 

given branch was clustered as shown is displayed next to the branch). Drawn to scale where 

branch length represents the number of substitutions per site. 

On the other hand, the tree obtained through the neighbour joining method incorrectly 

distanced V. lentus from V. splendidus further than it should have, placing it after the V. 

crassostrea/V. gigantis cluster. Maximum parsimony placed the outgroup species inside the 

Splendidus clade, an error too large to continue considering the method. Finally, minimum evolution 

also made the seemingly common mistake of placing V. lentus further from V. tasmaniensis than it 

should and had some clustering errors such as pairing V. cyclitrophicus with the V. splendidus cluster 

instead of the with the V. crassostreae cluster. Furthermore, its bootstrap support was poor in a 

couple of clusters (49% and 53%). 

Since UPGMA is a method with very good clustering and evolutionary distance result 

replication, while having great bootstrap values, the tree was redone with the study strains included 

(Figure 6). This method placed them all closest to Vibrio crassostreae. 
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Figure 6 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade and the study strains through 

the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean, using the Kimura 2-parameter 

evolutionary model, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result support through 500 bootstrap iterations 

(percentage of trees in which a given branch was clustered as shown is displayed next to the 

branch). Drawn to scale where branch length represents the number of substitutions per site. 

4.3 Genome annotation 

RAST annotated between 4622 and 5014 coding DNA sequences (CDS) in the submitted 

strains, a value that was somewhat consistent with the corresponding strain’s genome size (Table 9). 

Interestingly, V. crassostreae 9CS106 appears to display a higher functional gene diversity in relation 

to its genome size, as it was the only strain to invert the direct correlation between genome size and 

number of subsystems. Nonetheless, such a claim would be bold to make at this stage given that 

some of its subsystems might overlap and around half of each strains’ CDSs were not categorized. 

Also noteworthy is the high frequency of ncRNA in the 9CS106 genome in comparison to the coral- or 

sponge-dwelling study strains (Table 10). We can also verifiy that the CG content of all strains was 

very consistent, falling within the range of 44.4% to 44.6%. 
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Table 9 – Genome size, coding DNA sequences, and RAST subsystems attributed to each strain. 

Comparison done through deviation of the values in relation to the reference strain, Evh12. 

STRAIN GENOME SIZE (bp) Δ% REF CDS Δ% REF SUBSYSTEMS Δ% REF 

EVH12 5471109 0.0% 4798 0.0% 525 0.0% 

EVH6 5471109 0.0% 4798 0.0% 525 0.0% 

EVD3 5383149 -1.6% 4740 -1.2% 503 -4.2% 

VB339 5815985 6.3% 5014 4.5% 544 3.6% 

9CS106 5308678 -3.0% 4622 -3.7% 534 1.7% 

 

Table 10 – GC content and amount of non-coding RNA in each strain. Comparison done through 

deviation of the values in relation to the reference strain, Evh12. 

STRAIN GC% Δ% REF ncRNA Δ% REF 

EVH12 44.5% 0.0% 132 0.0% 

EVH6 44.5% 0.0% 132 0.0% 

EVD3 44.5% 0.0% 110 -16.7% 

VB339 44.4% -0.2% 155 17.4% 

9CS106 44.6% 0.2% 193 46.2% 

 

One aspect to keep in mind about RAST is that the subsystem categorization does not cover 

all CDSs, leaving a vast number of them unclassified. Were this to occur in a biased form, i.e., if a 

strain had many more categorized genes than another, the results of comparative analyses that 

make use of categories could be compromised. However, Figure 7 shows that the distribution of 

categorized and uncategorized genes (both that code for hypothetical proteins and those with a 

known function) follow a very similar trend among all strains. 

 

 

Figure 7 – Total amount and frequency of each type of coding DNA sequences in the study strains. 
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4.4 The symbiotic genotype and other genes of interest 

4.4.1 Biofilm formation 

The formation of multi-species communities enveloped in an extracellular matrix that protect 

themselves from harmful agents such as a host’s immune system is widespread among 

microorganisms. These biofilms are formed in widely different ways between different microbes, 

from the proteins they expel to the surfaces they prefer to attach to. Nonetheless, biofilms pose a 

pathogenic threat to any host due to their ability to shield invading bacteria and deserve attention 

when analysing potential microparasites (López et al. 2010; Gupta et al. 2016). 

Type I secretion system 

The “Type I secretion system for aggregation” subsystem contains the production of an 

adhesion factor, composed by the protein trio LapBCE (Delepelaire 2004), present in all strains. 

Furthermore, the membrane-bound cyclic dimeric GMP receptor LapD, i.e., a signalling molecule 

linked with biofilm formation, virulence, and motility among other features (Romling et al. 2013) is 

also coded for. A cysteine proteinase associated with T1SS is only in the genotype of Evd3. This 

enzyme has been connected to the pathogenicity of the amoebozoa Entamoeba histolytica (Que & 

Reed 2000) and is known to form adhesins along with a protein containing an adherence domain 

(García-Rivera et al. 1999). But given the disparity between an amoebozoan and Vibrio spp. it is 

uncertain whether these functions are also present in our strains. A peptidoglycan-associated 

lipoprotein, LapL, of unknown function is also present in our strains. 

Additionally to the adhesion factors, there are also genes for proteins homologous to 

repeats-in-toxin molecules, known for being excreted by the T1SS. Note that while “toxin” is 

contained in the name, this protein family includes other types of protein (such as proteases and 

lipases) which, nonetheless, can be used as virulence factors (Linhartová et al. 2010). 

Type II secretion system 

The “Widespread colonization island” subsystem encompasses a cluster of genes known as 

Tad (tight adherence). This cluster codes for the assembly and secretion of Flp1 fibrils, which lead to 

the formation of perseverant biofilms. The operon consists of 14 genes, Flp-1-Flp-2-TadV-RcpCAB-

TadZABCDEFG, at least 12 of which are needed for Flp1 fibril assembly, autoaggregation and 

nonspecific adherence (Schreiner et al. 2003). Several other genes associated with Flp1 biosynthesis, 

such as chaperones, are also present. 

Evh12, Evh6, Evd3, and Vb339 possess at least one cluster that contains the full operon, 

except for Flp-2 which is not in the subsystem and RcpB which is in the subsystem but absent from all 
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strains. Further search in the .gbk files shows the Flp-2 gene is not present in any way and so may 

either be absent from our strains or not even be integrated in the RAST database. Evh12, Evh6, Evd3, 

and Vb339 also possess more copies of the cluster, even if some are incomplete. 9CS106 showed 

similar results, the difference being that it is missing TadE, possesses no extra-operon genes (such as 

chaperons), and the genes that it does have are present as a single copy. 

Type IV secretion system pili 

One use for gram-negative bacteria’s Type IV pili is the contribution to colonization and the 

formation of biofilms (Cascales & Christie 2003). Bacteria use type IV pili by extending them, latching 

them on to a surface, and then pulling; a method akin to a grappling hook. This confers twitching 

motility, but also contributes towards biofilm formation and pathogenicity. Type IV pili share several 

similarities with type II secretion systems in what comes to biosynthesis genes (Mattick 2002). 

Our strains display extremely similar results in the “Type IV pilus” subsystem, with various 

genes for type IV pili biogenesis: PilA-E, PilDm, PilM-Q, PilVW. Minor pilin FimT was present only in 

Evd3, Vb339, and 9CS106. Not detected were: PilY1, homologous to the present PilC; PilY2, seemingly 

related to extracellular pili; PilX, FimU a minor pilin; PilS/PilR, a two-component system regulatory 

pair (no regulatory function was detected either). 

Type VIII secretion system 

Curli are surface proteins linked to biofilm formation, and host adhesion and invasion. The 

“Curli production” subsystem is split into two clusters: CsgBA, which code for the structural proteins 

that make up the curli; and CsgDEFG, four accessory proteins that aid in the assembly of stable curli 

(Barnhart et al. 2006). While Vb339 and 9CS106 possess the genes for three and four curli-related 

proteins, respectively, the lack of CsgA in both (the major curli subunit) means that this feature is not 

possessed by either (barring sequencing or annotation errors). 

Biofilm formation on norspermidine 

All strains code for the protein NspS, which is a sensor for the polyamine norspermidine and 

homolog of the also ubiquitous spermidine-binding protein PotD. NspS has been characterized in V. 

cholerae as being responsible for the detection of the polyamine and subsequent biofilm formation 

(Karatan et al. 2005). 

Syp cluster and σ54-dependent biofilm formation 

The Syp (symbiosis polysaccharide) cluster has been described as responsible for Vibrio 

fischeri biofilm formation in its host, the squid Euprymna scolopes (Yip et al. 2005; Shibata et al. 

2012). Homologous clusters have been identified in V. parahaemolyticus, V. vulnificus (Yip et al. 
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2005), and now V. crassostreae. The RAST database also displays that these genes are available in 

other Vibrio spp. and species in close genus (Aliivibrio salmonicida and Photobacterium profundum) 

suggesting that this is a feature shared amongst the Vibrio genus and relatives. 

As seen in the “Symbiotic colonization and sigma-dependent biofilm formation gene cluster” 

subsystem, the full set of 18 genes, SypA through SypR, was present in all strains with the exceptions 

of SypE and SypIJK. Each gene was present in a single copy. Major losses of colonizing capabilities 

have been reported in deletion mutants of SypK (between 3 and 4 orders of magnitude below the 

wild type strain) (Shibata et al. 2012). Less serious reductions occur upon the loss of SypIJ (Yip et al. 

2005; Shibata et al. 2012). The putative sensor kinase SypF has been suggested to be able to work 

with a single σ54-dependent response regulator, SypG, or with two response regulators, SypG and 

SypE (Yip et al. 2005). Thus, the lack of SypE may not compromise Syp regulation at all since SypG is 

coded for along with the required sigma-factor (coded by the detected RpoN gene). Multiple copies 

of the response regulator SypG are known to induce enhanced biofilm formation (Yip et al. 2005). 

However, seeing as there but a single copy of it, no such boost in the capacity to form biofilms should 

be present. 

4.4.2 Cell signalling 

Quorum sensing 

Some microbial features are only effective when expressed by a sufficiently large population 

of bacteria. To ensure that these processes only take place when their performance would give the 

biggest impact, bacteria must be able to communicate, both to determine cell density in the 

environment and to coordinate when the genes in question should be expressed. This is done 

through a system called quorum sensing (QS) which is responsible for controlling features such as 

biofilm formation, virulence factors, and antibiotic production (Xavier et al. 2007; Rutherford & 

Bassler 2012). QS consists of the expression of signalling molecules, known as autoinducers (AI), and 

their membranar or cytoplasmic detection by neighbouring bacteria. Autoinducers 1 (AI-1) are a type 

of AI specific to a species for communication between its members. The autoinducer 2 (AI-2) 

molecule, however, is a universal signal used in interspecies communication (Federle & Bassler 2003; 

Xavier et al. 2007). AI are also known to upregulated their own expression, in a feedforward loop that 

promotes synchrony among the bacteria (Rutherford & Bassler 2012). 

Taking a look at the “Autoinducer 2 (AI-2) transport and processing (lsrACDBFGE operon)” 

subsystem one sees the Lsr operon, which codes for the import and destruction of AI-2 molecules in 

an attempt to disrupt communication between neighbouring species (Xavier et al. 2007). While this 

would also prevent the species that possesses the operon from using AI-2 to communicate between 
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itself, an intraspecies AI-1 system would still be useable, allowing for the safe disruption of 

interspecies signalling while not affecting the disruptor. The subsystem also contains the AI-2 

synthesis gene LuxS (Xavier et al. 2007) and the two-component system for AI-2 detection and 

response coded by LuxPQ (Rutherford & Bassler 2012). 

Our strains are likely capable of interspecies quorum sensing, since they possess the LuxS, 

LuxP, and LuxQ genes necessary for AI-2 synthesis, detection, and response, but do not have the Lsr 

operon for AI-2 degradation. As for AI-1, although no synthesis-related genes were found each strain 

contains an uncategorized copy of the LuxN gene, an AI-1 sensor kinase/phosphatase that by itself 

acts as a detector for AI-1 (Mok et al. 2003). 

cAMP signaling 

One manner in which intracellular communication can be performed is through so called 

second messengers. These nearly universal molecules, of which adenosine 3'-5' cyclic 

monophosphate (cAMP) was the first to be discovered, bridge the path between external stimuli and 

cellular effectors. cAMP are created from ATP through the action of adenylyl cyclases (AC) and 

degraded hydrolytically by phosphodiesterases (PDE), and mostly affect gene expression. In bacteria, 

this is done through direct binding of cAMP to transcription factors of the cAMP-receptor protein 

(CRP) family. Besides internal gene regulation towards a more virulent behaviour (e.g. biofilm 

formation), cAMP also allows for host interference, being a crucial aspect of microbial pathogenesis. 

Vibrio cholerae, for instance, releases a toxin that disrupts the host’s cAMP signalling capacities in the 

intestine’s epithelium and ultimately causes watery diarrhea. The reverse strategy, upregulating the 

host’s cAMP levels to the point of harm, is also possible by V. cholerae among others (McDonough & 

Rodriguez 2008). 

All strains possess two to three copies of AC and PDE each. Additionally, they also share the 

gene for FNR (fumarate and nitrate reductase regulator), a protein that interacts with cAMP-CRP 

complexes to further boost the expression of certain cAMP-activated genes (Kurabayashi et al. 2017). 

Some cAMP-dependent functions included in the “cAMP signalling in bacteria” subsystem (such as 

cation transport systems, gene activators, and proteases) are coded for by the study strains, which 

notably share all gene hits in the subsystem. The exception to that is a prophage (virus originated) 

protease-like protein exclusive to 9CS106, Clp2. 

4.4.3 Chitin detection and usage 

Chitin and its main monomer (N-acetylglucosamine, also known as GlcNAc or NAG) are a 

carbon, nitrogen, and energy source for many marine microorganisms. This polymer is even the sole 

carbon source of some Vibrio species, as upwards of 1011 metric tons per year of chitin are produced 
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in aquatic environments for structural functions, such as cell walls or exoskeletons (Meibom et al. 

2004). Although some Vibrio hosts may contain chitin (e.g., marine sponges) the capability to 

degrade it is not necessarily pathogenic. Non-pathogenic species, like Vibrio furnissii, have been 

studied in this regard. More specifically, the overall process of chitin usage has been described as 

being composed of a chitin sensing stage, followed by attachment, and ultimately degradation 

(Meibom et al. 2004). 

Detection of and biofilm formation on chitin 

The “Mannose-sensitive hemagglutinin type 4 pilus” subsystem contains a cluster of genes 

responsible for a specific type of type IV pilus (these pili will be discussed in more detail in section 

4.4.1, Type IV secretion system pili). This pilus contributes to the formation of biofilms on hosts with 

a chitinous exoskeleton, as described for the copepod Daphnia pulex (Meibom et al. 2004; Almagro-

Moreno & Taylor 2013), since mannose receptors have been shown to be able to detect chitin 

(Wagener et al. 2014). All genes in the subsystem are coded by Evh12, Evh6, Evd3, and Vb339 but 

none by 9CS106. 

Chitin and N-acetylglucosamine utilization 

Chitin import is preceded by its degradation into (NAG)n through the action of the chitinase 

ChiA and chitin binding protein. This activity is coded for in all strains. Passage through the outer 

membrane is mediated by the YbfM protein, an N-acetylglucosamine-regulated porin, present solely 

in the coral-dwelling strains. Vb339 and 9CS106 show no outer-membrane-related import 

mechanism. Once in the periplasm, all strains are capable of subjecting NAG to chitodextrinase and 

β-N-acetylglucosaminidase (the latter was not categorized by RAST but found in the .gbk files). This 

cleaves (NAG)n into NAG and (NAG)2 (Park et al. 2002). 

NAG can be directly passed through the inner membrane and phosphorylated into NAG-6P 

by the phosphotransferase system (PTS), coded for by the NagE genes (Plumbridge & Vimr 1999; 

Boulanger et al. 2010). All strains are able to synthesize the PTS NAG-specific components IIA, IIB, 

and IIC. Once inside the cytoplasm, the action of the NagA and NagB enzymes (both coded for by all 

strains, the latter in the NagB1 variant) allows NAG-6P to be turned into fructose-6P and 

consequently used in glycolysis (Plumbridge & Vimr 1999; Boulanger et al. 2010). Alternatively, 

NAG’s passage through the inner membrane and into the cytoplasm can be mediated by an ABC 

transport system. However, this system appears to be incomplete in our strains and does not 

phosphorylate NAG, thus requiring an additional step in cytoplasmic NAG processing which calls for 

the presence of the NagK enzyme. This protein is not coded for by 9CS106 while the remaining 

strains code the NagK4 variant. As for the other periplasmic (NAG)n cleavage product, (NAG)2, it 
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traverses the inner membrane through an ABC transport system fully coded for in an 11 gene operon 

described in the “(GlcNAc)2 Catabolic Operon” subsystem. This operon is also responsible for its 

degradation into NAG and NAG-6P, point at which it joins the catabolic pathway described above. 

Regulation of this feature is accomplished in our strains by NagC and NagQ. The former is a 

repressor for the NagBA and NagE genes (Plumbridge & Vimr 1999). The latter has also been 

described as a transcriptional factor that acts as a repressor for Nag genes (Boulanger et al. 2010). 

4.4.4 Iron acquisition 

Iron is a necessary element which becomes toxic in high concentrations. Its limited supply 

means hosted bacteria need to sequester it from their host, a capability which can develop to the 

point of conferring and being required for Vibrio pathogenicity (Runyen-Janecky 2013; Henderson & 

Payne 1994). 

Iron uptake 

The “Iron acquisition in Streptococcus” subsystem contains three iron ABC transport operons 

(PitADC, PiaADBC, PiuABCD) that have been described for Streptococcus pneumoniae, out of which 

Pia operon is the biggest contributor of the three to iron transport (Brown et al. 2002). There is also a 

two-component system associated with iron transport. Of these genes, two complete copies of 

PitADC were the only present feature in all our strains, with Evd3 and 9CS106 having an additional 

copy of the iron-binding protein PitA while Vb339 had two extra copies. The presence of PitADC in 

the absence of the other two seems to be a rather common trait. Of the 271 other strains in the 

RAST database, 231 (85.2%) contained at least a complete copy of Pit but no genes whatsoever in the 

other operons. As such, Pit by itself should still be enough to contribute to the iron acquisition 

function. 

In the “Transport of Iron” subsystem, composed of iron receptors, transport regulators, and 

transporters, all strains displayed very similar results. They code for the ferric uptake regulator 

protein FUR, two ferrichrome receptors (ferrichrome being a siderophore), and other generic iron 

transport factors. 

Iron uptake with pathogenic ties 

Hosted bacteria are known for sequestering iron from their host by uptaking iron-containing 

molecules, such as heme. However, too much iron is toxic for bacteria, and thus this system requires 

good regulatory capabilities. Since a pathogen’s growth within the host is linked to being able to 

express the right number of iron sequestering factors at the right time (Runyen-Janecky 2013) the 
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“Heme, hemin uptake and utilization systems in GramNegatives” subsystem could shed some light on 

our strain’s virulent potential. 

All strains showed the presence of a cluster of 10 genes, annotated as being responsible for 

heme and hemin transport and utilization (including a permease and periplasmic hemin-binding 

proteins). Most notably, the cluster included the transcriptional regulator, luxT, a quorum-sensing 

regulator described as expressing motility and virulence factors in Vibrio species (Liu et al. 2012). As 

such, there is the possibility of this cluster being responsible for aggressive iron sequestering from 

the host. This regulator was also present outside of the cluster (2 to 6 total copies depending on the 

strain), but these copies were accompanied by genes related to other, non-iron related, functions 

like glycogen metabolism. Additionally, all strains also contained a lone TonB-dependent hemin and 

ferrichrome receptor and, overall, shared the same roles in this subsystem, except 9CS106, which 

lacks a ferrichrome transport ATP-binding protein (FhuC) and flavin reductase. 

Apart from quorum sensing, another regulatory component of iron acquisition is present in 

the “Two partner secretion pathway (TPS)” subsystem. A part of the type V secretion system, the 

two-partner secretion pathway is utilized to excrete large virulent proteins, such as iron acquisition 

proteins, adhesins, or Ca2+-independent cytolysins. Two protein families have been described: TpsA 

proteins which are part of the so-called secretion domain of the exoproteins; TpsB which act both as 

receptors for the secretion signal of TpsAs and as channels for secretion (Jacob-Dubuisson et al. 

2001). Vb339 is the sole member of this subsystem (in what comes to our strains), possessing two 

copies of a TpsA gene (denoted TpsA1) for an exoprotein involved in heme utilization or adhesion. 

One of these copies is preceded by a gene for TpsB1, showing that Vb339 has the means to secrete 

the TpsA1 protein it produces. 

The “Encapsulating protein for DyP-type peroxidase and ferritin-like protein oligomers” was 

also analysed for including the dye-decolorization peroxidases (DyP) YfeX and EfeB. These DyP have 

been proposed to possess iron-sequestering capabilities, being able to extract iron from exogenous 

heme without damaging the tetrapyrrole ring. They are both highly conserved proteins, YfeX being 

cytoplasmic and EfeB periplasmic (Letoffe et al. 2009). YfeX is the only protein, of the 19 present in 

this subsystem, to be coded by our five strains. While its deferrochelation function could be boosted 

by the presence of its paralog, EfeB, (Letoffe et al. 2009) just the presence of YfeX itself is enough to 

warrant attention. 

Siderophores 

Siderophores are low molecular weight molecules responsible for iron binding and uptake 

into the cell (Henderson & Payne 1994; Torres et al. 2001). 
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Aerobactin is a TonB-dependent siderophore (TonB-dependent receptors deal with transport 

across the outer membrane, including the transport of siderophores (Koebnik et al. 2000)). It has 

been demonstrated to be an important virulence factor for E. coli in mice (Torres et al. 2001). The 

“Siderophore aerobactin” subsystem was detected only in Vb339, which codes for: iucB and iucD, 

two of the four aerobactin synthesis proteins, iucABCD; the aerobactin receptor IutA (De Lorenzo et 

al. 1986); and the permease-related transporter FhuB, part of the FhuACDB transport gene group 

(Braun et al. 1983). The transport genes FhuACDB are not aerobactin-specific, allowing for the 

transport of not only aerobactin but also other ferric hydroxamates, such as ferrichrome. However, 

the three transport proteins FhuCDB have been shown to be needed for growth promotion through 

aerobactin usage and, while FhuB is present, FhuD has not been detected (Braun et al. 1983). Note 

that while not shown in this subsystem, FhuC is indeed present in Vb339 under “Heme, hemin uptake 

and utilization systems in GramNegatives”. Also absent is FhuA, which codes for a membrane 

receptor for ferrichrome uptake. FhuA is not required for uptake but its absence does seem to 

downregulate the expression of FhuCDB to the point where growth in a medium where aerobactin is 

the only iron source is not supported (Braun et al. 1983). In conclusion, the absence of some 

synthesis genes may mean that Vb339 does not have the capacity to synthesise it, and the lack of 

FhuD could also impede the transport of exogenous aerobactin. 

The “Vibrioferrin synthesis” subsystem contains an operon of five genes expressed in low-

iron situations, PvsABCDE, with all but PvsC being linked to the biosynthesis of vibrioferrin. 

Transcribed in the opposite direction are PvuBCDE, responsible for ferrichrome transport, which are 

transcribed alongside PvuA and PsuA (both also in the subsystem) (Tanabe et al. 2003). All strains 

possess a clustered complete set of all these genes, bar 9CS106 which does not have any, and as such 

are considered to have fully functional vibrioferrin activity when limited by iron.  

4.4.5 Motility and chemotaxis 

Flagellar motility 

Evh12, Evh6, Vb339, and 9CS106 display a vast range of clustered genes in the “Flagellum” 

subsystem, coding for nearly all biosynthetic proteins, although there are also regulators and a 

flagellar hook-associate protein. Additionally there are four motor rotation proteins which these 

strains all share: MotA,B,X,Y-pre. Interestingly, the latter gene codes for a precursor to the MotY 

protein, which itself is not coded for by the genome. Whether the capacity to produce this protein 

was lost or it was simply not annotated is unknown. Additionally, Evh12, Evh6, and Vb339 possess a 

duplicate copy of several biosynthetic genes in a second cluster not present in 9CS106. As for Evd3, it 

did not have any genes placed in this subsystem by RAST. However, its .gbk file reveals that the genes 
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were annotated, just not categorized. Its flagellar gene distribution follows the model described for 

Evh12, Evh6, and Vb339. 

The “Additional flagellar genes in Vibrionales” subsystem contains three flagellum-related 

genes described in the Vibrionales order. FlgO is required for motility. FlgP is an outer membrane 

lipoprotein signal peptide not required for motility but linked to better intestinal colonization by V. 

cholerae (Morris et al. 2008). FlgT is strongly thought to be required for correct flagellum assembly 

(Cameron et al. 2008). All strains possess a copy of each gene, clustered immediately after the 

correspondent main flagellum biosynthesis cluster mention above in the “Flagellum” subsystem. As 

such, not only does no strain possess especially reduced flagellar motility, but they should even have 

enhanced invasive capabilities due to the presence of FlgP. 

A third flagellum-related subsystem, “Flagellar motility” has somewhat of an overlap with 

“Flagellum”. particularly in what comes to synthesis genes and motor proteins. Non-repeated genes 

include a signal transduction protein of unknown function, but presumably homologous to motility 

signal transductors due to its placement in this subsystem, was also predicted in all strains. 

Additionally, an RNA polymesare sigma factor, σ54, necessary for motility (Hendrixson et al. 2001) 

was present in all strains. 

Twitching motility 

As described before (Section 4.4.1, Type IV secretion system pili), the type IV pili secreted by 

our strains can be used not only for biofilm formation but also for twitching motility. This type of 

motility is regulated by a two-component system and chemosensitivity. Adding to the results seen in 

that section that the twitching motility protein PilT, responsible for the pulling motion that occurs 

after the pili has attached to a surface (Mattick 2002), was present in all strains we can infer that 

twitching motility is attainable by our strains. 

Chemotaxis 

The “Bacterial chemotaxis” subsystem deals with how bacterial motility is dictated by the 

environment. In particular, it includes methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCP), i.e., 

transmembranar molecules with an extracellular receptor domain and an intracellular signalling and 

adaptation domain. These receptor molecules control CheA, a chemotaxis histidine kinase (signal 

transductor), which then communicates with the response regulator CheY that regulates the 

flagellum’s motor (Hendrixson et al. 2001; Alexander & Zhulin 2007). The activity of MCPs themselves 

is regulated by the gene CheC, an inhibitor for the methylation of MCPs (Rosario & Ordal 1996). This 

regulation is done by methylation (CherR) and demythilation (CherB) (Alexander & Zhulin 2007). 
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However, the mechanism through which CheC interacts with the methylation protein CheR for MCP 

regulation seems to vary on different species (Rosario & Ordal 1996), and so no conclusions will be 

drawn from there. A gene annotated simply as being a chemotaxis protein, CheV, is also present.  

All gene hits were shared by our strains. The genes described above as being part of the 

chemotaxis mechanism, CherAYCRB, were found as were CheW (a positive regulator of CheA) and 

CheV. These were clustered with the main flagellum biosynthesis operon. The inhibitor of MCP 

methylation CheC was also always detected.  Worth mentioning are the 9 to 11 copies (depending on 

strain) of MCPs of the Tsr variety, i.e., serine chemoreceptors. 

4.4.6 Conjugal transfer of plasmids 

The type IV secretion system, which already had its viability confirmed in our strains, is 

mostly known in gram-negative bacteria for using pili to mediate the transfer of molecules from the 

donor cell to a diverse array of possible targets, both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Through it there is 

the transfer of DNA in the form of nucleoproteins, and protein substrates (Christie et al. 2005). This 

system is also used for the uptake and release of DNA present in the extracellular medium, allowing 

for HGT without direct contact. It also mediates the delivery of effector molecules to eukaryotic 

hosts, changing their behaviour to facilitate pathogenic colonization (Cascales & Christie 2003). This 

latter capacity also has the potential to better symbiotic relationships with the host (Christie et al. 

2005). This feature allows for populations to quickly spread new environment adaptations. Of 

interest in this case is the transfer of resistance and virulence factors through plasmids. As symbiotic 

bacteria suspected of acting as opportunistic pathogens, our strains could use this mechanism to 

acquire more host-aggressive capabilities from invading pathogens in the event of an infection. 

The “IncF Conjugal Transfer System” subsystem was the only plasmid-related subsystem 

present in any of our strains. Only Vb339 and 9CS106 possess genes categorized in this subsystem, 

sharing most hits. Most of these genes are responsible for pilus assembly: the precursor TrA; and 

assembly proteins traL, traE, traK, traB, traV, traC, traW, traU, traF, traH, traG, trbC, and trbI (Zatyka 

& Thomas 1998). The latter protein was absent from Vb339. TraQ and TraX, which mature the TraA 

protein (Zatyka & Thomas 1998), were not detected at all. Conjugative transfer proteins TraN, TraD, 

and TrbB were also present in both strains. The remaining coral strains have non-categorized Tra 

genes: Evh12 and Evh6 code for TraA, TraD, and a TraF related protein; Evd3 has the gene for the 

TraF related protein. No transfer regulators were annotated in any strain. 

4.4.7 Resistance and homeostasis 

AMP resistance 
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Antimicrobial proteins (AMP) are a widespread method of defence against the ubiquitous 

threat of both pathogenic and commensal bacteria. In tandem with the development of this 

antimicrobial mechanism, bacteria themselves have acquired tools to both sense and resist AMPs. 

One such resistance is conferred by ABC transporters and consists in the importation of AMPs from 

the periplasm or periplasm-inner membrane interface to the cytoplasm for degradation. The Sap 

(sensitive to antimicrobial peptides) ABC importer system, coded by the SapABCDF operon, is an 

example of that system (Gruenheid & Le Moual 2012). 

All strains have a complete copy of the operon. As AMPs are such a common feature the 

need for their resistance is also great among all bacteria. As such this resistance feature is not 

necessarily an indicator of a pathogen although its presence does mean that virulence is not to be 

excluded from the realm of possibility. It is no surprise that such related strains would have the same 

defence method. 

Arsenic resistance 

A carcinogen, arsenic is presence in a variety of environments and as such creates the need 

for its resistance from almost all organisms (Fu et al. 2009). In all our strains this is done by Acr3, a 

transporter of the bile/arsenite/riboflavin transporter superfamily, which secretes arsenite out of the 

cell. It is regulated, and immediately preceded in the genome, by ArsR, an operon repressor known 

to control Acr3 (Fu et al. 2009). ArsT should shut down Acr3 transcription when the carcinogen is 

absent. A lone copy of arsC was also present. It converts arsenate into arsenite, which would allow its 

excretion from the cell by the arsenite transporter Acr3 (Apweiler 2004), further extending the 

resistance’s range. 

Cation transport 

The multisubunit cation/proton antiporters group known as multiple resistance and pH-

related antiporter (Mrp) both transports Na+, Li+, and/or K+ from the cytoplasm to the cell exterior 

and imports extracellular protons. The MrpABCDEFG operon, which encodes seven subunits of the 

antiporter, has been described in V. cholerae as increasing resistance to sodium and lithium cations 

as well as to bile salts from heterologous hosts (Dzioba-Winogrodzki et al. 2009). This operon is fully 

present in 9CS106 but there is no trace of it in any other strains. 

Chromium compounds resistance 

The ChrBACF cluster grants chromium resistance and superoxide. Of special interest here, are 

the ChrB and ChrA genes required for high chromium resistance. The latter, with its chromium 

exportation activity through a substrate-specific efflux pump (Branco et al. 2008), is the only gene of 
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this SS present in our strains and so the resistance should be lower than the full operon’s potential. 

Do note that ChrB negative strains that possess ChrA seem to be rather common as, according to 

RAST, out of 182 strains all possess ChrA but only 40 have ChrB. 

Cobalt, zinc, and cadmium resistance 

Zinc is required by bacteria in small quantities but its intracellular concentration needs to be 

well regulated, as it affects the function of proteins with free thiol groups (Caille et al. 2007). 

Firstly, all strains had the CzcCBA operon, which codes for an efflux pump for zinc, cadmium, 

and cobalt (Caille et al. 2007), as well as 7 to 8 copies of a protein annotated as “probable Co/Zn/Cd 

efflux system membrane fusion protein” (9CS106 being the outlier with 7 copies). A cation efflux 

protein, CusA, was also clustered with the operon and may thus aid in metal transport. This operon is 

controlled by the CzcRS operon, a two-component system, part of the CzcDRSE regulatory region 

(von Rozycki & Nies 2009). Unlike described in the case described by von Rozycki & Nies (2009), this 

region is not anywhere close to the CzcCBA operon it regulates in our strains. Strangely, only the CzcR 

response regulator, of the two-component system, was present. However, CzcS and CzcE were not 

part of this subsystem (Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance) at all and so we cannot determine about 

whether they are actually present solely with RAST data. CzcD is indeed absent, though, leaving CzcR 

as the only confirmed regulatory gene present out of the ones mentioned. However, Vb339 and Evd3 

do possess a DNA-binding heavy metal response regulator. 

Additionally, all strains had two copies of a gene annotated as “copper-sensing two-

component system response regulator CusR.” Copper inducing resistance to zinc, cadmium, and 

cobalt resistance through the CzcRS and CzcCBA operons has been reported (Caille et al. 2007). This 

gene seems superfluous, as a response regulator was already present in the form of CzcR, while no 

corresponding histidine kinase has been found. 

Colicin E2 resistance 

Colicin E2 is a bacteriocin that degrades DNA (Cascales et al. 2007). In all our strains, CreA, an 

hypothetical protein of unknown function associated with the locus of colicin tolerance genes (Cariss 

et al. 2010), was the only protein coded for in this subsystem. Since they lack all other genes for 

colicin E2 resistance, our strains should not possess it. 

Copper homeostasis and resistance 

While copper is required for normal cell functions it also creates reactive oxygen species, a 

toxicity factor that must be held in check through controlled homeostasis (Caille et al. 2007). 
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All have four copies of a copper-translocating P-type ATPase, a cation transporting pump 

specialised in monovalent soft metal ions (Rensing et al. 2000), one of its the copies being clustered 

with the copper resistance gene CopG (Apweiler 2004). Another transporter, a multidrug resistant 

transporter (Bcr/CflA family), is present in all except for Evd3. A multicopper oxidase is also absent 

only in Evd3. This type of proteins have been shown to be a critical component of copper resistance 

in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Rowland & Niederweis 2013) but, while worth investigating, its 

vitality here is unknown. 9CS106 and Vb339 show signs of copper-sensitive transcription regulation 

capabilities. 

The CutA through CutF genes are linked to copper tolerance and a mutation in one results in 

increased sensitivity (Gupta et al. 1995). In addition to the Cut genes, the ScsABCD genes have been 

shown to increase copper tolerance in CutF deletion mutants. Additionally, ScsBCD are rather 

homologous to CutA (Gupta et al. 1997). As such, the ScsABCD operon should be able to boost 

copper tolerance in the absence of the CutA and CutF genes. 

In conclusion, the presence of a complete ScsABCD operon and of the CutC and CutE genes, 

which is the case in Evh6, Evh12, Evd3 and Vb339, should confer good copper tolerance even though 

they lack CutA and CutF. Do note that these RAST subsystems (“Copper homeostasis” and “Copper 

homeostasis: copper tolerance”) lack CutB and D, nor have the genes been annotated in our strains. 

This suggests that they are not integrated in the RAST database at all and so their absence brings no 

evidence towards copper tolerance nor to the lack of it. Taking a conservative approach in this 

matter, we conclude that copper tolerance is likely but its presence not guaranteed. 9CS106 showed 

similar results but lacked the ScsA gene and should experience more copper sensitivity. 

Fluoroquinolone resistance 

Quinolones (sometimes called fluoroquinolones due to the presence of fluorine) are an 

antibiotic that turns the DNA-interacting DNA-gyrase and topoisomerase IV enzymes into 

chromosome-degrading toxins. DNA gyrase is composed of two subunits, GyrA and GyrB, with 

homologues in topoisomerase IV, which for Gram-negative bacteria are ParC and ParE respectively. It 

has been shown that mutations in these genes, particularly a serine in the 83rd position and aspartic 

acid or glutamic acid in the 87th position (E. coli GyrA numbering), can grant resistance to quinolones. 

Along with that, drug metabolism and/or efflux among other features, can grant resistance to 

quinolones (Aldred et al. 2014). 

The “Resistance to fluoroquinolones” subsystem consists of the four subunit genes (it is 

unclear whether RAST selects for resistance inducing mutants) and of the Lde efflux pump. While the 

efflux pump was not present, all four subunits are coded for by all our strains, with the 
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topoisomerase genes being clustered. The two amino acid mutations above mentioned were present 

in all cases both for GyrA and its topoisomerase IV homologue (Table 11). As such, our strains show 

signs of being resistant to quinolones. 

Table 11 – DNA sequences of the GyrA and ParC genes in an E. coli strain (Aldred et al. 2014) 

and the study strains. The sequences displayed are restricted to the 78 to 92 and 75 to 89 

nucleotide positions, respectively (numbering per the nucleotide positions in the E. coli 

strain). 

STRAIN GyrA ParC 

E. coli (ALDRED ET AL. 2014) HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

EVH12 HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

EVH6 HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

EVD3 HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

VB339 HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

9CS106 HPHGDSAVYDTIVRM HPHGDSACYEAMVLM 

 

Tetracycline resistance 

The “Tetracycline resistance, ribosome protection type, too” subsystem consists of several 

tetracycline resistance proteins that protect the ribosome, including the translation elongation factor 

G and an EF-G paralog. Translation elongation factors play a role in protein synthesis on the ribosome 

and, in EF-G’s case, protect the ribosome from tetracycline attacks by dislodging it (Taylor & Chau 

1996). The EF-G and its paralog are the only genes present in our strains but should confer some 

degree of ribosomal protection from tetracycline. 

Multidrug Resistance Efflux Pumps 

Multidrug resistance (MDR) efflux pumps are a major system for bacterial defence against 

toxic substances (Borges-Walmsley et al. 2003), being able to expel a variety of substrates like 

antibiotics, dyes, detergents, and host-made antimicrobial substances (Piddock 2006) in quantities 

appropriate to the situation, as their overexpression can be triggered to increase drug resistance 

(Sun et al. 2014). It is also possible that these pumps are used to excrete pathogeny-related factors 

like adhesins (Piddock 2006). 

Evh6, Evh12, and Evd3 have functional MATE family MDR efflux pumps and RND family MDR 

pumps. Vb339 and 9CS106 simply possess the former but not the latter, as they distinguish 

themselves by the lack of the multidrug efflux RND membrane fusion protein MexC. It is possible that 
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the single missing gene is due to an error, considering that they code for the rest of the required RND 

machinery. The resistance nodulation division (RND) family is a clinically-significant MDR system 

exclusive to gram-negative bacteria (Sun et al. 2014), such as Vibrio, and has been reported to aid 

microorganisms in colonizing and remaining in the host (Piddock 2006). The multidrug and toxic 

compound extrusion (MATE) family exports drugs such as aminoglycosides, fluoriquinolones and 

cationic drugs. It has also been shown to have a role in pathogenicity (Piddock 2006). 

Multiple Antibiotic Resistance MAR locus 

The MarRAB operon is a regulator of multiple antibiotic resistance (Seoane & Levy 1995). This 

subsystem is composed of it along with MarC, a gene of unknown function originally thought to be 

involved with the MarR regulator but that has since been proven otherwise, being kept in the 

subsystem purely because it is still called MarC. All strains possess MarC but no traces of the MarRAB 

operon and so this capacity is not phenotypically manifested. 

Toxin-antitoxin systems as starvation resistance 

As the name suggests toxin-antitoxin (TA) pairs are composed of a stable toxin, which inhibits 

an essential enzyme eventually causing cellular death, and a labile antitoxin which binds to the toxin 

and keeps it from acting (Brown & Shaw 2003). They were first discovered in plasmids; with the 

antitoxin being in a separate plasmid, upon asexual reproduction only the daughter cells that possess 

that genetic element will be able to neutralize the toxin. This helps ensure that a plasmid of interest 

to the population is preserved among its members (Brown & Shaw 2003; Pandey & Gerdes 2005). 

However, there are also chromosomal TA pairs. The hypothesis in this case is that, since 

genetic expression is downregulated under starvation, the labile antitoxin cannot be replaced rapidly 

enough and so programmed cell death occurs, leaving a lower amount of cells to share the sparse 

resources and bettering the chances of the community’s survival (Brown & Shaw 2003). Another 

similar but less lethal approach has been detected on some TA pairs, such as RelBE. The RelE toxin 

slows down protein translation by sequence-specific mRNA cleavage, allowing time for stress 

adaptation (Brown & Shaw 2003). Normal cellular functions are re-established with RelB, which both 

counteracts RelE and repressed RelEB transcription (Pandey & Gerdes 2005). Thus, these features 

which seemingly confer an advantage against stress conditions to free-living prokaryotes, where they 

are typically found in large quantities (38 loci in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and 43 in Nitrosomonas 

europea), as opposed to intracellular prokaryotes which do not appear to possess them (Pandey & 

Gerdes 2005). 

9CS106 was revealed to possess the TA mechanism along with Vb339, which had it in a lesser 

capacity, but with neither strain reaching the 40 copies reported for N. europea. The already 
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mentioned RelBE pair was found in 9CS106. Its homologous pairs DinJ/YafQ and YoefM/YoeB 

(Pandey & Gerdes 2005) were also detected in 9CS106, the former being shared by Vb339. As for 

other TA pairs, 9CS106 has two copies of Phd/Doc, Doc having been suggested to inhibit translation 

(Pandey & Gerdes 2005), the only pair shown to have multiple copies in our strains. One of these 

copies is closely partnered with the RelBE pair. The ParDE pair (where the toxin Par E stops DNA 

replication by inhibiting DNA gyrase (Pandey & Gerdes 2005)) was exclusive to a 9CS106 plasmid and 

stood alone in what came to plasmidic TA pairs as all others were chromosomal. Vb339 possesses the 

antitoxin HigA but the respective toxin HigB was not detected. Of note is that all TA pairs had the 

toxin clustered with the antitoxin. 

4.4.8 Toxin production and delivery 

Colicin V 

Colicin V is an antibiotic that disrupts the membrane potential after reaching the inner 

membrane from the periplasm (Gérard et al. 2005). Note that while its name still contains “colicin” it 

has in fact been reclassified as a microcin (Cascales et al. 2007). The “Colicin V and Bacteriocin 

Production Cluster” subsystem is comprised of eight genes that reportedly (by RAST) tend to occur in 

a cluster, two of them being linked to colicin V production. All genes are present and clustered in all 

strains, except for DedA which was not present in 9CS106 and never clustered with the others. 

Phagocyte parasitism through ABC transport 

Rv0986-8, a virulence operon responsible for Mycobacterium tuberculosis’s success in 

binding to host phagocytes, has been found to be orthologous to Agrobacterium tumefaciens’s 

AttEFGH ABC transport system which allows for phagocyte-targeted antagonism. Rosas-Magallanes 

et al. (2006) determined that M. tuberculosis acquired the plasmid-borne virulence operon through 

horizontal gene transfer (HGT), a mechanism which might have allowed the operon to be transferred 

to our strains. Indeed, all our strains possess two clusters of AttEFGH genes, each cluster 

corresponding to a complete operon, as seen in the “AttEFGH ABC Transport System” subsystem. 

Type VI secretion system 

This secretion system, homologous to the bacteriophage T4 DNA injection machinery 

(Records 2011), aids gram-negative bacteria in the colonization of animals and plants. However, only 

some T6SSs are proven to be directly in charge of pathogenic actions, like injecting cytoskeleton-

disrupting toxins into eukaryotic cells (Cascales & Cambillau 2012). 

VgrG proteins are structural components of the tail-spike that penetrates the target cell’s 

membrane (Records 2011). These are present in the coral-originated strains. 9CS106 possesses the 
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VgrG-3 protein. These tail-spike sits on the tip of a tube-like structure that protrudes from the 

bacteria’s membranes. The tube is composed of copies of a protein called Hcp (Records 2011). Even 

though the subsystem contains this protein no such CDS was there categorized by RAST. In spite of 

that, a copy of an Hcp-producing gene was found in 9CS106’s .gbk file, supporting that the strain has 

T6SS capabilities. The VCA0109 protein serves as a base for the Hcp-composed tube (Records 2011). 

While this protein was not annotated its homolog, ClpB (Pukatzki et al. 2006), was in all strains. The 

absence of this component, ClpB, has been shown to lead to thermosensitivity (Mougous et al. 

2009). 9CS106 also codes for Pvc109, a protein annotated as being similar to VCA0109. Under 

VCA0109 (or a homolog) is another tubular structure, VipA/B, which traverses the inner membrane. 

This feature is not integrated into the subsystem. Given its vitality for T6SS, the fact that it is not in 

the subsystem probably means it has not been implemented in RAST at all. The IcmF protein is 

integrated in the bacteria’s inner membrane at the base of the T6SS assembled machinery (Records 

2011). IcmF has been noted has being required for the secretion of Hcp (Mougous et al. 2009). It is 

present in all strains. IcmF is stabilized by the DotU protein, another structural protein at the base of 

the apparatus in the inner bacterial membrane (Records 2011; Bröms et al. 2012), but this protein 

was not detected in any strain. 

Besides the structural proteins there are the Vas genes (named for virulence associated 

secretion), required in some capacity for the secretion of the Hcp component of the secretion system 

(Ishikawa et al. 2012). The VasABCDEF operon is present while VasI and VasL are not, which is a 

pattern seen among several other strains publicly available on RAST. T6SS appears to be not only 

regulated by but dependent on the σ54 dependent transcriptional regulator VasH (Bernard et al. 

2011), which is present in multiple copies in all strains (3 copies for 9CS106, 2 for the remaining). 

4.4.9 Other colonization and invasion features 

Accessory colonization factor 

The AcfA, B, C, and D genes are responsible for the biosynthesis of an accessory colonization 

factor (ACF) (Parsot & Mekalanos 1992). This cluster has repeatedly been reported as being 

accompanied by TagE, a fifth gene represented in the “accessory colonization factor” subsystem. 

Indeed, out of the six strains in the RAST database with a complete AcfABCD cluster, five strains (all 

V. cholerae) possess a cluster of these five genes and only a V. fischeri strain (ES114) has AcfABC but 

not TagE. 

The AcfD precursor is present as the only ACF gene in Vb339 and 9CS106 (coral strains had no 

such genes). Out of the 39 public genomes on RAST that possess a gene in this SS, another 28 (71.2%) 
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also had AcfD as the sole member of this SS. The meaning of such a bias towards keeping this single 

gene out of the five possible is unclear, since it alone is not enough for the ACF to be expressed. 

Antivirulence locus deactivation 

It has been shown in Shigella spp. that quinolinate acts as an antivirulence locus (AVL), 

capable of repressing invasion and cell-to-cell spreading. Among the acquisition of virulence factors, 

the inactivation of such antivirulence loci is part of the evolutionary path a benign microorganism 

would take towards pathogenesis (Prunier et al. 2007). 

Each strain has a single copy of each gene in the “Mycobacterium virulence operon possibly 

involved in quinolinate biosynthesis” subsystem, none clustered, including quinolinate synthetase 

and quionolinate phosphoribosyltransferase. The latter is a key enzyme in quinolinate catabolism 

(QPRT [gene] at NCBI 2017) and its activity could thus lead to the consumption of quinolinate, 

consequently acting as if the AVL had been shut down and allowing pathogenic behaviour to occur. 

Listeria surface proteins: Internalin-like proteins 

Listeria monocytogenes is a human pathogen with great capacities for the internal invasion of 

cells, evasion from phagocytes, and motility. The ability to enter cells in particular is achievable solely 

through the internalin InlA, although other proteins such as InlEFGH can aid in colonization (Cabanes 

et al. 2002; Schubert et al. 2002). 

One single copy of a putative internalin was annotated in Evh12 and Evh6. In the RAST 

database another 85 strains out of 108 (78.7%) share this protein as their sole internalin-related 

feature, often in multiple copies (Shigella sonnei Ss046 and 53G, for example, possess nine copies of 

this gene as the sole member of the “Listeria surface proteins: Internalin-like proteins” subsystem). 

In face of this overwhelming trend among over a hundred strains, and because it is known that a 

single internalin (e.g. InlA) can be enough for animal cell invasion (Schubert et al. 2002), we propose 

that this putative internalin should by itself also be able to confer cell invasive capabilities; an 

hypothesis worth testing phenotypically. 

BarA-UvrY (SirA) two-component regulatory system 

UrvY (a.k.a. SirA) is a response regulator; BarA is the two-component sensor kinase for SirA. 

This system upregulates virulent genes while decreasing mobility (Teplitski et al. 2003). As was 

described by Teplitski, and can seen in the “BarA-UvrY (SirA) two-component regulatory system” 

subsystem, each of these two-component regulator genes is extremely consistently accompanied by 

genes with unrelated functions, such as Uvrc which deals with DNA repairs. Our strains do not escape 

this rule, each containing two clusters of three genes (one cluster for each component and 

accompanying genes) for a total of all six genes present in the subsystem.  
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4.4.10 Summary 

Table 12 – Summary of the previously described genotypic features present in the study strains. Features may be present across more than one category. “+” – feature is 

fully coded for; “o” – feature is coded for but is missing genes and consequently its effectiveness is greatly reduced in comparison to the potential described in literature; 

“?” – feature is missing fundamental genes despite the clear majority of genes being present. An error in RAST annotation not having annotated a gene, a possible unknown 

replacement gene, etc. could easily make this feature usable; “-” – feature is absent; “a” – feature functionality being present is unclear, the result displayed being a 

hypothesis placed by the author. 

CATEGORY FEATURE EVH12 EVH6 EVD3 VB339 9CS106 

Biofilm formation 

Type I secretion system + + + + + 

Type II secretion system - Tad cluster + + + + + 

Type VIII secretion system - Curli production - - - ? ? 

Type IV pilus + + + + + 

Detection of and biofilm formation on chitin + + + + - 

Detection of and biofilm formation on norspermidine + + + + + 

Syp cluster and σ54-dependent biofilm formation o o o o o 

Cell signalling 

Quorum sensing - AI-1 synthesis - - - - - 

Quorum sensing - AI-1 detection + + + + + 

Quorum sensing - AI-2 synthesis and detection + + + + + 
Second messengers - cAMP signaling + + + + + 

Chitin detection and usage 
Detection of and biofilm formation on chitin + + + + - 

Chitin and N-acetylglucosamine utilization + + + ? ? 

Iron acquisition 

Iron uptake + + + + + 

Iron uptake with pathogenic ties + + + + + 

Iron sequestering from exogenous heme o o o o o 

Siderophore – Aerobactin transport - - - ? - 

Siderophore – Vibrioferrin synthesis and transport + + + + - 

Siderophore – Ferrichrome transport - - - ? - 

Regulation – Quorum sensing + + + + + 

Regulation – Two-partner secretion - - - + - 
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Motility and chemotaxis 

Flagellar motility + + + + + 

Flagellar motility - Vibrio-specific enhancements + + + + + 

Twitching motility + + + + + 

Chemotaxis – Host detection + + + + + 

Plasmids Conjugal transfer - - - + + 

Resistance 
and homeostasis 

AMP resistance + + + + + 

Arsenic resistance + + + + + 

Cation transport - - - - + 

Chromium compounds resistance o o o o o 

Cobalt, zinc, and cadmium resistance + + + + + 

Colicin E2 resistance - - - - - 

Copper homeostasis + + o + + 

Copper resistance ? ? ? ? ? 

Fluoroquinolone resistance + + + + + 

Tetracycline resistance + + + + + 

Toxin-antitoxin systems as starvation resistance - - - + + 

Multidrug resistance 

RND family efflux pumps + + + + + 

MATE family efflux pumps + + + ? ? 

Multiple Antibiotic Resistance MAR locus - - - - - 

Toxin production 
and delivery 

Colicin V biosynthesis + + + + + 

Phagocyte parasitism through ABC transport + + + + + 

Type VI secretion systems ? ? ? ? ? 

Other colonization 
and invasion features 

Accessory colonization factor - - - ? ? 

Antivirulence locus deactivation + + + + + 

Internalisation into host cells   +a   +a   +a   +a   +a 

RND family efflux pumps + + + + + 

BarA-UvrY (SirA) two-component regulatory system + + + + + 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Sequencing and assembly validation 

5.1.1 Sequencing coverage 

The calculation of Evh12's coverage is corroborated by Franco et al. (2016), who indicates 

coverage to be at 118x. With no way of verifying the rest of the results it will be assumed that, having 

undergone the exact same treatment, they are also valid. With that said, a coverage of 100x is 

enough for all purposes wanted (Illumina 2011) and thus we can proceed with all four strains. 

5.1.2 Validation of the assembled contigs 

Contig 39 from both Evh6 and Evh12 had a very reduced length (1840 bp) and its usefulness 

was questioned. Further ahead, RAST gene function prediction only detected three genes in this 

contig: two hypothetical proteins and one putative protein. So, it was deemed as not having 

significant information and was deleted. The diseased coral strain Evd3, however, did not possess 

any such contigs and all were kept. 

The remaining strain, Vb339, required a more finessed treatment. Because this draft genome 

was assembled from two distinct sequencing runs it was thought that the assembly quality might 

have been compromised. After all, it had the most contigs of all considered draft genomes, at 30 

contigs counted, with several contigs being short (four even under 1000 bp). As such, in order to 

remove data that might be of bad quality and that can thus possibly originate false results, a criterion 

was established: every contig with a product of contig length times query coverage under 1000 bp 

would be removed from the study (a contig having no matches equals a query coverage of 0%). 

Consequently, contigs 28, 48, 23, 36, 50, 17, 62, and 63 were removed. While a loss of 8 contigs in 

total out of the original 30 might appear to be great, one should note that these contigs only 

correspond to 0.34% of the genome size. 

5.1.3 Presence of select housekeeping genes 

 The lack of any housekeeping gene would have signified that the corresponding strain had 

been missequenced. Furthermore, there appears to be a high degree of conservation of these genes 

among our, which is to be expected from housekeeping genes in such closely related species (over 

99% of 16S rRNA gene sequence similarity). 
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5.2 Determination of the subject strains’ species 

5.2.1 16S rRNA gene phylogeny 

The Ribosomal Database Project manages a database of more than 2.8 million small subunit 

(SSU) rRNA gene sequences, as of early 2014, and possesses analytical tools designed for rapid 

results. The collected genetic sequences, which in bacteria correspond to the 16S subunit of rRNA, 

have their origin in environmental samples and are mostly incomplete. The lack of whole sequences 

is due to most being obtained from PCR amplifications, which use primers targeted for conserved 

regions inside the gene, thus missing the extremities (Cole et al. 2014). The use of incomplete 

sequences should not be a problem, however, since it has been shown that partial sequences can 

often be enough for species identification. This especially applies when using the initial 500 

nucleotides, known for being a region with higher mutation rates, although as low as 200 nucleotides 

have been used successfully (Clarridge & Alerts 2004). 

 As we can see in Figure 2, the 16S rRNA gene is indeed, as had been mentioned before, ill-

suited for pinpointing the strains’ species, since the lack of variance in the gene’s sequence for close 

species results not only in clusters of many species but also in poor bootstrap support. However, 

taking into account the clades defined for the Vibrionaceae family by Sawabe (Sawabe et al. 2013), 

one can note that not only 7 of the 11 species that compose the Splendidus clade are present in the 

tree, but 4 of the 5 species clustered with our strains belong to that clade. As such, this clade is a 

good candidate to proceed with on further phylogenetic methods. 

5.2.2 Species identification through genome sequence similarity 

An attempt to further narrow down the possible candidates for a species was made through 

whole genome BLAST. As previously seen, full genome nucleotide BLAST related the query strains the 

most strongly to V. crassostreae (namely str 9CS106). However, no phylogenetic conclusions can be 

drawn from these results as the NCBI database does not possess fully sequenced strains of certain 

species being considered (e.g., V. gigantis) and so this route was abandoned. 

5.2.3 Multilocus sequence analysis with whole genome sequencing 

Comparing the tree established by Sawabe through eight-housekeeping-gene MLSA (Figure 

3) with the trees constructed by each method (Figure 4 and Figure 5; Annex 2 through Annex 4), one 

can see that UPGMA offers both a solid replication of results while having the best bootstrap 

support. As such, this method was for species determination. The UPGMA-based phylogenetic tree 

placed the strains under the Vibrio crassostreae species. 
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5.3 Genome annotation 

While one can only yet hypothesise about 9CS106 coding for a wider variety of genes 

functions in relation to its hosted cousins, it does seem likely that its comparatively vast amount of 

ncRNA signifies a higher degree of adaptability in what comes to regulatory functions. This comes in 

light of how various types of these non-coding molecules have been identified as gene regulators 

(Kaikkonen et al. 2011). As for GC content, if we take the already established 9CS106 strain as 

representative of Vibrio crassostreae, our strains do indeed fall within the expected value of this 

parameter for the species. 

Considering the bias that could be derived from large differences in gene categorization for 

each strain, this does not appear to be the case, as all strains possess a similarly sized genome and 

the number of classified genes is restricted to the 52% to 54% range for all strains. 

5.4 The symbiotic genotype and other genes of interest 

5.4.1 Biofilm formation 

All T1SS biofilm related functions are fully genotypically represented in our strains, except for 

a cysteine proteinase, which is only coded for by Evd3. As such, all strains should be able to produce 

potentially pathogenic, host-aggressive biofilms. The five members of V. crassostreae also share 

biofilm features related to the T2SS and Type IV pili as evidence for their great biofilm formation 

capabilities. Curli biosynthesis and excretion through the type VIII secretion system would allow for 

better biofilm formation and host invasion capabilities. If Vb339 and 9CS106 could make use of curli, 

as evidenced by some of their genes, they would have a pathogenic advantage in face of the other 

strains, but that depends on whether RAST erroneously missed the annotation of the major curli 

subunit gene. 

Another interesting aspect of biofilm formation in our strains were substrate specialized 

biofilms. Norspermidine has been identified in bacteria, plants, and marine life such as bivalves 

(Karatan et al. 2005) and marine sponges (Laville et al. 2007), meaning that the generalist V. 

crassostreae could make good use of this feature for colonizing hosts. This is of special interest 

because deletion mutants showed a reduced capacity for biofilm formation (Karatan et al. 2005) and 

norspermidine has been described as combating and disassembling biofilms (Rabin et al. 2015). And 

so NspS might have the capacity to confer resistance to this anti-biofilm agent. As seen in section 

4.4.3, all strains with the exception of 9CS106 are also capable of targeting chitin surfaces for biofilm 

formation. 
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Regulated biofilms are also present in the form of σ54-dependent biofilms, which should be 

accomplishable by our strains in a minor capacity due to the lack of SypIJK, the latter gene making 

the most impact in the loss of this capability. On a related note, the BarA-UvrY (SirA) two-component 

regulatory system, which upregulates virulent genes while downregulating motility, is another 

indication that our strains follow a pattern of seeking a host to colonize and then establishing a 

parasitic static community in the form of a biofilm. 

5.4.2 Cell signalling 

Interspecies signalling through quorum sensing is clearly coded for by our strains. The fact 

that they are not capable of disrupting AI-2-based QS could mean that they do not compete very 

heavily with neighbouring microorganisms, at least in this aspect, preferring to cohabitate in biofilms. 

The inability to synthesise AI-1 for intraspecies communication is puzzling, as they possess detector 

proteins for this molecule. Perhaps the synthesis gene was not annotated or a closely related 

species/strain produces this autoinducer and uses it to communicate with our strains in a one-way 

manner. Given that all our strains shared this characteristic yet come from different backgrounds, we 

are inclined to think that the former hypothesis is more likely. The LuxT quorum-sensing regulator, 

associated with motility and virulence factors in Vibrio species (Liu et al. 2012), was found in a cluster 

for heme and hemin transport and utilization. As such, these three features (iron uptake, motility, 

and virulence) are probably controlled by this bacterial communication system.  

The presence of AC and PDE on all strains signifies that they are able to use the secondary 

messenger cyclic AMP, creating the messaging molecules when needed and degrading them when 

their presence is unwanted. Glucose depletion is known to cause the usage of AC for the production 

of cAMP in some bacteria (McDonough & Rodriguez 2008). Since there is great evidence that our 

strains can also use chitin as a carbon source, it seems unlikely that the simple lack of glucose would 

cause them to become pathogenic through cAMP in an attempt to find a carbon source because 

another is readily available. Ultimately, the virulent usage of these signalling molecules in our strains 

is unclear, but cAMP’s history of pathogenic use (which passes by the Vibrio genus) (McDonough & 

Rodriguez 2008) and our strains’ capacity for virulence warrant attention in this regard. 

5.4.3 Chitin detection and usage 

We can conclude that all coral-hosted strains should be capable of not only sensing and 

latching onto but also consuming chitin. As for Vb339 and 9CS106 an import step (from the cell 

exterior to the periplasm) appears to be missing in the genotype, but the presence of the rest of the 

machinery suggests that this function may be present yet not annotated. The ability to process chitin 

is extremely useful as it frees microorganisms from relying on a fixed carbon source. Instead they can 
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take up such an abundant carbon source from the passing flow of water, whether it be in the open 

ocean or in a filter feeding host such as corals or sponges. 

5.4.4 Iron acquisition 

Siderophores are featured in all strains except for 9CS106, most prominently in Vb339. This 

sponge-hosted strain does not fully code for the production of aerobactin and ferrichrome, while 

also missing the receptor FhuA to transport these siderophores. However, a ferrichrome and heme 

receptor is coded by all strains. If this protein can replace FhuA in its functions, exogenous aerobactin 

and ferrichrome could be sequestered from the environment while they are being used by other 

bacteria. A third siderophore, vibrioferrin, is fully usable by all strains except 9CS106. 

When it comes to non-siderophore iron uptake, these V. crassostreae strains are equipped 

for aggressive and parasitic behaviours. For example, stripping exogenous heme of iron without 

damaging this iron transporter molecule allows these strains to leech iron off their host while not 

rendering it incapable of collecting more of the nutrient, which opens the possibility for the process 

to be repeated. As noted before, the development of a pathogenic community within a host is 

associated with expressing the correct iron sequestering genes with an appropriate timing. Our 

strains have shown to have quorum sensing controlled iron acquisition related to virulence. 

Furthermore, Vb339 possesses a two-partner secretion system associated with virulence through 

iron acquisition. Everything considered, our strains, especially Vb339, have the means for well 

regulated, iron acquisition based parasitism. 

5.4.5 Motility and chemotaxis 

Flagellar motility is a known function of Vibrio spp. (Josenhans & Suerbaum 2002). Results in 

this area fall in line with this knowledge and, showing not only regular flagellum activity but also 

enhanced invasive capabilities due to Vibrio specific genes, in particular FlgP. On the chemotaxis 

front, the whole receptor to motor activation process is coded for, and thus our strains should be 

capable of directed movement. As to what that movement is for, the numerous aminoacid receptors 

(serine in this case) point towards this feature being used for detecting hosts in the environment, a 

chemotaxic behaviour which has been noted before in Vibrio that populate coral reefs (Tout et al. 

2015). Such a capability could be useful after a host has perished and new one is required. 

A notable discovery in this section is a flaw that was revealed in RAST’s categorization 

system, as for some reason it failed to attribute a subsystem to tens upon tens of flagellar motility 

genes in Evd3. Genes which were correctly categorized in all other strains. 
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5.4.6 Plasmids 

The “IncF Conjugal Transfer System” subsystem deals with the transfer system used by 

plasmids of the F incompatibility and the I incompatibility families (IncF and IncI, respectively), both 

of which use the Tra genes for T4SS-mediated cell to cell transfer (Cascales & Christie 2003). One 

should also note that some Trb genes, known to be use by the IncP family for conjugal transfer, are 

present (TrbC, TrbI, and TrbB). However, these few genes should not be enough for a plasmid of this 

family to be passed between cells as the lack of, for example, TrbJ appears to completely impede the 

transfer of IncP plasmids (Li et al. 1999). 

Thus, because two plasmids of the same incompatibility family cannot be stably passed down 

to daughter cells together (Carattoli 2009) and given that 9CS106 is known to have two plasmids, we 

can assume that one belongs to IncF and the other to IncI. Since Vb339 shares this feature it is 

possible that it also possesses up to two plasmids. However, Vb339 and the coral-dwelling strains 

could possess more plasmids and simply not have the machinery to transfer them to neighbouring 

bacteria. 

5.4.7 Resistances 

Resistance to metal compounds seems to be equally distributed among V. crassostreae. 

Considering how the filter feeding behaviour of sponges and soft corals plays into their ability to 

accumulate metals extracted from the passing water (Hansen et al. 1995; Selvin et al. 2009; 

Mohammed & Dar 2009), bacteria known to inhabit such hosts would indeed have to adapt to living 

in such metal-rich conditions. As for other types of harmful substances, one case to make a note of is 

the absence of resistance to colicin V, which is coded for by all strains. Perhaps they rely on their 

efflux pumps to not fall victim to their own bacteriocin.  

A particularly interesting adaptation are the toxin-antitoxin pairs. Because all TA pairs have 

the toxin and antitoxin clustered with each other, they cannot be used to ensure that two separate 

genetic elements are both inherited by daughter cells. As such, the possibility remains that they are 

used to cull the microbial population in times of resource starvation, making the overall community 

more durable in face of nutrient depletion as the remaining cells have more left for themselves to 

work with. 

5.4.8 Toxin production and delivery 

Toxin delivery shows the usage of ABC transporters by our strains once again. ATP-binding 

cassette (ABC) transporters are proteins integral to the cellular membrane that use ATP hydrolysis to 

fuel the passage of solutes through the membrane. They are a vast protein family, present across all 
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phyla in all domains of life, and have a role in the resistance of pathogens to drugs and toxins, 

nutrient uptake (e.g. chitin transport in our strains), and homeostasis (Jones & George 2004). Such 

multifunctional systems show the dual nature of commensalism and parasitism that V. crassostreae 

can display. 

Our strains possess most components for a successful type six secretion system functionality. 

However, depending on the strain, they are missing anywhere from one to three critical components. 

More notably, Vb339 does not possess any variant of VgrG and, except for 9CS106, no strain shows 

signs of coding for Hcp. These are responsible for the tail-spike and tube which interact with the 

target-cell and their lack would mean that this whole function could not be performed. They are also 

missing a structural protein, DotU, as should exhibit reduced T6SS-related pathogenicity because of 

that (Bröms et al. 2012). Considering how the rest of the machinery and several associated proteins 

are present we suspect the possibility that these genes might simply not have been annotated. After 

all, RAST has shown to occasionally fail in annotation and/or categorization. 
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6. Conclusion 

The Vibrio crassostreae strains here analysed are all mobile, possessing twitching motility and 

a flagellum as is typical of Vibrio, as well as a capacity for chemotaxis. Of note is that they heavily 

code for aminoacid receptors (serine in this case). Aminoacid sensivitity have been shown to 

chemotaxically direct coral-dwelling Vibrio towards hosts (Tout et al. 2015). As for how these strains 

deal with being inside a host, they display great persistent biofilm formation capabilities, including 

regulatory features and targeting substrates such as chitin or norspermidine, and can surpass this 

latter substrate’s anti-biofilm properties (Rabin et al. 2015). In addition, they possess genes for 

interspecies quorum sensing, but none for disrupting this type of communication, and can steal iron 

from exogenous heme without damaging the exogenous iron-transporter, two aspects that could 

mean they are somewhat adapted to live in multispecies biofilms. Finally, they code for antivirulence 

proteins, which inhibit their parasitism, but also for a way to supress this antivirulence locus and 

once again express parasitism. Another pathogenesis regulation capability comes in being able to 

downregulate their mobility while upregulating virulence. The sum of these factors leads us to 

believe that V. crassostreae conducts a style of life based on finding a host, setting up a biofilm 

community, and waiting for a possible opportunity to become hostile. After the host is deceased, 

their mobility would be upregulated again (while downregulating virulence) and the cycle would 

begin anew with the search for a new host. 

More support for their pathogenic behaviour comes in the form of secretion systems and 

resistances. Type IV and, to a certain degree, type VI secretion systems are widely used by all V. 

crassostreae strains here under study. Considering how the acquisition of a plasmid geared towards 

these very same secretion system was enough to induce pathogenic behaviour in a V. crassostreae 

strain, it is likely that our strains have that potential as well (Bruto et al. 2016). The other feature the 

plasmid coded for was heavy metal resistance, also coded for by our strains, especially in what comes 

to cadmium, cobalt, copper, and zinc. This resistance was useful in the strain studied by Bruto et al 

because the environment experienced by their strains inside their oyster hosts was prone to heavy 

metal stresses, a characteristic shared by corals and sponges in their capacity to accumulate metals 

(Hansen et al. 1995; Selvin et al. 2009; Mohammed & Dar 2009). 

However, an opportunistic microorganism may have a great potential for pathogenesis but 

never come to demonstrate those capabilities if the right conditions are not met. For Vibrio spp. a 

heavily supported association between the rise of water temperature and pathogenesis has been 

established (Stabili et al. 2012; Vezzulli et al. 2016). The turning point appears to lie between 15°C 

and 20°C (Hall-Spencer et al. 2007). Water temperature measurements at the bottom of the sea, 
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taken two and half nautical miles away from Algarve’s coast since 2002, show that values tend to 

peak between mid-Summer and the beginning of Autumn. Furthermore, although the period from 

2002 to 2010 saw no recorded sea bottom temperature above 20°C, since 2011 three out of six years 

have passed that threshold (Tunipex 2017). It remains to be determined whether health conditions 

resulting from increased temperatures, such as the necrosis seen in the coral hosting V. crassostreae 

Evd3’s, can be directly caused by this species itself or whether this bacterium is purely opportunistic. 
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Annex 1 – NCBI accession codes for the five housekeeping genes (gapA, ftsZ, mreB, topA, and gyrB) used in the MLSA of the Splendidus clade (includes the outgroup 
strain). Also displayed, where avaible, are the three remaining housekeeping genes used by Sawabe et al. (2013). 

CLADE SPECIES STRAIN gapA ftsZ mreB topA gyrB pyrH recA rpoA 

SPLENDIDUS 

V. crassostreae LMG 22240T DQ481612 DQ481624 DQ481638 DQ481650 AB298209 EU871948 EU541594 EU541574 

V. cyclitrophicus LMG 21359 DQ481613 DQ481625 DQ481639 DQ481651 AB298211 EU871958 AJ842405 AJ842592 

V. gigantis LMG 22241T DQ481617 DQ481629 DQ979358 DQ481655 AB298219 EU871951 EU541593 EU541573 

V. lentus R3884 DQ907288 DQ914234 DQ914236 DQ914237 AB298226 N/A N/A N/A 

V. splendidus 
LMG 19031T = NCIMB 1T 

= ATCC 33125T 
DQ481622 DQ481635 DQ481647 DQ481661 AB298248 N/A N/A N/A 

V. tasmaniensis LMG 20012T DQ481623 DQ481636 DQ481648 DQ481662 AB298250 N/A N/A N/A 

V. pomeroyi LMG 20537T DQ481621 DQ481634 DQ481646 DQ481660 AB298242 N/A N/A N/A 

V. chagasii LMG 21353T DQ481611 DQ996590 DQ481637 DQ481649 AB298206 N/A N/A N/A 

V. kanaloae LMG 20539T DQ481619 DQ481631 DQ481643 DQ481657 AB298225 N/A N/A N/A 

V. pelagius 
ATCC 25916T = NBRC 

15639T 
DQ907302 DQ907369 DQ907442 DQ907511 AB298241 N/A N/A N/A 

V. fortis LMG 21557T DQ907282 DQ907346 DQ907417 DQ907484 AB298216 N/A N/A N/A 

HALIOTICOLI V. halioticoli 
IAM 14596T = LMG 

18542T 
AY546638 DQ907349 DQ907421 DQ907487 AB298220 N/A N/A N/A 
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Annex 2 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade through the neighbour joining 

method, using the Kimura 2-parameter evolutionary model, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result support 

through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a given branch was clustered as 

shown is displayed next to the branch). Drawn to scale where branch length represents the 

number of substitutions per site. 

 

Annex 3 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade through the maximum 

parsimony method, using the Subtree-Pruning-Regrafting algorithm, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result 

support through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a given branch was 

clustered as shown is displayed next to the branch). 
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Annex 4 – Five housekeeping gene MLSA of the Splendidus clade through the minimum evolution 

method, using the Kimura 2-parameter evolutionary model, on MEGA v7.0.20. Result support 

through 500 bootstrap iterations (percentage of trees in which a given branch was clustered as 

shown is displayed next to the branch). Drawn to scale where branch length represents the 

number of substitutions per site. 
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